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S u m m a r y
The starting point of the research developed in this thesis was the work done by Arek 
Goetz in his PhD thesis {Dynamics of Piecewise Isometries, University of Illinois, 1996). 
Following his dissertation, we have considered the simple example of a piecewise rotation 
in two convex atoms defined in the whole plane (now commonly known as the Goetz 
niap) as our main source of motivation.
The first main achievement of our work was the construction of a new family of polygo­
nal sets which are, in fact, global attractors. These examples are very similar in nature 
to the Sierpinski-gasket triangle presented in Goetz [1998c]. The next natural step was 
to argue that the definition of a piecewise isometric attractor is not entirely suitable in 
this context due to the lack of uniqueness. Under a new definition of attractor, some 
results are proved involving the properties of quasi-invariance and regularity existing 
in all examples available in the literature on the Goetz map.
Following that, we attempt to generalise the results of Goetz regarding periodic cells and 
periodic points to unbounded spaces. We prove that there is a fundamental discrepancy 
between piecewise rotations in odd and even dimensions. In the odd-dimensional case 
the existence of periodic points is rare; hence those that exist must be unstable under 
almost all perturbations, whereas in even dimensions periodic points are stable for a 
prevalent set of piecewise rotations. Furthermore, if a piecewise rotation is such that the 
free monoid generated by the linear parts of the induced rotations does not contain the 
identity map then it follows trivially that all diverging orbits must be irrationally coded. 
This implies, together with a result on the coding of the open connected components 
in the complement of the closure of the exceptional set, that there exist examples of 
piecewise isometrics possessing irrational cells with positive measure. This scenario was 
not considered previously in the results proved by Goetz.
Using a common recurrence argument and Goetz’s characterisation of the closure of 
the exceptional set (see for instance, Goetz [2001]) we prove that every recurrent point 
( i . e . ,  such that lv( x ) ^  0) must be rationally coded. Given an invertible piecewise 
isometry in a compact space we also show that the closure of the exceptional set equals 
that of its inverse. This sustains the common idea that forward and backward iterates 
of the discontinuity yield similar graphics.
In the context of the Goetz map we have also investigated the appearance of symmetric 
patterns when plotting the closure of the exceptional set. Although the Goetz map 
is by its nature discontinuous, the existence of symmetry is still possible under the 
broader framework of almost-everywhere-symmetry. Finally, we briefly note that the 
local symmetry properties of symmetric patterns arising in the invertible Goetz map 
are in part due to the existence of a reversing-symmetry, which generates piecewise 
continuous reversing symmetries under iteration of the original Goetz map.
K ey w ords: Piecewise Isometries, Piecewise Isometric Attractors, Measure, Invariant 
sets. Symbolic Coding, Recurrence, (Reversing) - Symmetries.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 1
Introduction
The study of the dynamics of Piecewise Isometries has gained particular interest mostly 
due to their applications in Electronic Engineering (see Ashwin et al. [1997], Chua and 
Lin [1988, 1990], Kocarev et al. [1996] and Ogorzalek [1992]) and from the fact that they 
appear also in billiards, theory of foliations and tilings (see references in Goetz [1996]). 
However, quite recently, there has been a growing interest in piecewise isometries from 
a purely mathematical point of view as they generalize the concept of interval exchange 
transformations.
This thesis is a humble contribution to the emerging area of Piecewise Isometric Systems 
within the broader theory of Dynamical Systems.
1.1 W hat is a P iecew ise  Isom etry?
Consider a 2x2 matrix,
0, b
c d
where all entries are integers and let be the usual two-dimensional torus.
Since all entries are integer we have that A(Z^) Ç which implies that A  can be 
seen as a continuous map on the torus. Very well known examples of such maps are 
the hyperbolic toral automorphisms which form a class of structurally stable chaotic 
dynamical systems.
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However, if one of the entries of such a matrix A  is non-integer the lattice 1? is no 
longer preserved by A  which implies that the map T : TT^ T^, where T{x) =  A.x 
(mod Z^) has discontinuities. For instance, let us consider the case when A  represents 
a rotation in i.e.,
A — coscK sina
—sina CQsa
for some a  € ]0,27r[\{7r/2, tt, 37t / 2}. Since A  does not preserve the Z^-lattice we know 
that the unit square S  =  [0, Ip  will be rotated in such a way that its image does not fit 
properly in any square generated by the Z^-lattice. In other words, T{S) will intersect 
several distinct squares giving a natural decomposition of T{S) into disjoint “pieces” . 
Since T is defined in the torus, we must include all those “pieces” in S  in order to see the 
real image of T (5), i.e., see T{S) in the quotient space M^/Z^. The main observation 
is that each “bit” will be translated by different vectors in the identification process 
(see Figure 1.1 for a geometric explanation).
a (b)
T(f3)
Figure 1.1: A rotation on the Torus generates a discontinuous map: (a) rotating S] (b) the partition  
and the images of the atoms.
By rotating T{S) backwards we obtain a natural partition of the unit square S  such 
that in each “piece”, T, is a rotation composed with a specific translation. This forms 
the basis for the concept of piecewise isometry.
More precisely, let M  be some Euclidean domain W  or some subset of it admitting a 
collection of open connected subsets V ~  {Pi}z=o,...,m-i such that,
(%) P iD P j =  0, when i ^  j]
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(Ü) =  M;
(iii) C ^ ^ d P i  is a zero Lebesgiie measure set.
We will say, with slight abuse of notation, that V is a partition of Af. A piecewise 
isometry with partition P  is a map T  : C ^ ^ P i  —)■ Af, defined as follows:
T(æ) =  Ti(x), for x £ Pi ,
where each Ti is an Euclidean isometry acting on M  which is usually referred to as 
induced isometry. Bach element Pi is called an atom of the partition V  (a more scientific 
word for “bit” or “piece”). In the special case when all atoms are convex we say 
that P  is a convex partition. If Ad =  R" and P  is convex then all atoms must be 
polytope sets, i.e., each Pi £ V  can be written as a finite intersection of sets of the 
form {(cci,. . .  , Xn) £ R" : a\Xi +  . . .  +  OnXn > where a i , . . .  , On+i € R.
Given a partition P  we denote the set of piecewise isometries defined on P  as P W I(V ). 
If Ad =  R", then clearly, PW I('P) is isomorphic to E(n)”’' where E(n) is the group of 
Euclidean isometries (see Section 3.1 for more details on the structure of E(n)). Finally, 
if all induced isometries are rotations, that is, if for alH G {0 ,... , m — 1}, G SE(n), 
then we write T  £ SE(P) and say that T  is a piecewise rotation.
One-dimensional examples of piecewise isometries include the classic interval exchange 
transformations (lET), which are invertible piecewise isometries defined on the compact 
interval [0,1], and interval translation mappings (ITM), which, as opposed to lETs, 
allow overlappings of the images of atoms. In Figure 1.1 we illustrate simple examples 
of these maps of the unit interval. There is an extensive list of publications regarding 
several issues on the dynamics of lETs and ITMs (see for instance, [6], [7], [8], [25], 
[26], [30], [40] and [41]).
In the planar case the most studied example is the Goetz map, which we define as 
follows. Let T  : R  ^ R  ^ be a planar piecewise rotation given by
^o('2^) — ~ ^o) +  Go if æ < 0T .z=  {
R i(z) = A.01 (z — Cl) +  Gi if æ > 0
cos6 sin0where A q = \ | , % — (æ,^) G R , 0q,9 i g]0,27t[ and Go,Gi G are—sin0 cos^
distinct centres of rotation.
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lET
lo h h
ITM
hh h h
Figure 1.2; Images of atoms do not overlap in an lE T  as opposed to an ITM.
A list of papers concerning the Goetz map is also included in the bibliography (see for 
instance, references [15] to [21]).
1.2 A  m ore general setting: p iecew ise continuous m aps
In general, let M  be some manifold and p a Borel measure on M . Let V  ~  {Pqj • • ■ j P m -i} 
be a finite collection of open connected sets such that:
(i) Pi n  Pj =  0, for i 5^  j;
(iii) =  0.
We say (with slight abuse of notation) that P  is a partition)- of M  and each set P,; is 
an atom of the partition. We also say that V  =  is the discontinuity set.
^Our partitions can actually be seen as a special case of tlie so called topological partitions (see 
Adler [1998]).
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A piecewise continuous map on M  with partition P  is a map f: M \D  M ,  such that,
f(æ) =  fi(.'r), if æ G ,
where fj : Pj ^  U{Pi) is a continuous map, for all i =  0 , .. .  ,m  — 1. Note that f is 
not defined on V  (as in Buzzi [2000]). Nevertheless, we will write f{S) for every subset 
S  C M  even though what we actually mean is f(5 \P ).
A map f will be said to be quasi-invertible if f(P) =  {fo(Po),... ,f„i_i(Pm -i)} is a 
partition of À4 satisfying conditions (%), (#) and {iii). In this case, its quasi-inverse is 
the map f (also f_i) defined in the partition P  =  f(P) so that
f(æ) =  f” H^)? if a? e Pj =  fj(Pj) .
In the more general case when p{{x € M. : #{f~^(a;)} 7^  1}) =  0, f is called almost- 
invertihle.
We define M* C Ai to be the set {æ G Ai : Vn > 0,f"'(.'r) G Pj„, for some 0 < 2» < m}. 
Thus Ai* is the set of points whose forward iterates avoid the discontinuity set. The set 
of points eventually falling in V  is named, the exceptional set and denoted by 6 ,^ that is, 
8 =  U ^of-^’(P). The partial exceptional set of order n  is =  {.-r G Ai : (æ) G P ,
for some k < n}. It then follows that, 8 = U ^ q8^‘^ \  For maps f such that preimages 
of zero measure sets are zero measure sets, condition {iii) in the definition of par tition 
implies that 8 must also be a zero measure set.
The partition P  gives a natural way of coding trajectories. Let A  be the alphabet 
{0 ,... ,m  — 1}. We define the coding map x  ■ Ai* -4- according to the following 
rule:
X{x) = WQ...Wn-- -  ^ if and only if f” (æ) G Piy„, where Wn G A.
If æ G M.* is such that its coding %(æ) is eventually periodic that is, if x(.'e) — uv .. . v . . .  
where u and v are finite words on A  then we call x  a rational point. Otherwise x G Ai* 
is called an irrational point. The set of rational points is denoted by whereas the set 
of points with irrational coding is denoted by 3.
Given two distinct points x  and y we write that .-e ~  y if %(a;) — %(%/). It can be easily 
seen that ~  is an equivalence relation. Therefore, we can decompose Ai* into a disjoint 
union of sets such that for every x G we have that x(a:) — w. These are the
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equivalence classes of ~  which, following standard notation, are called cells. The set 
of cells is denoted by K and can obviously be seen as the asymptotic refinement of the 
partition V.
In general, the partial refinement of order n  is where f“ ’^ (P) =
{f~'^(Po), ■■•,f“” (Pfc-i)} and when A — {A i,..., A„i} and B — {Pi, ...,Pp} then A V B =  
(Aj n  P j : 1 < ?; < m; 1 < j  < p}. Numerically, if N  is large enough, yields a good 
approximation to JC. Note that for every n G M, Ai =  Ù and in particular 
Ad = € Ù K..
More precisely, every cell Kyj G JC with coding w := wq .. .Wn ■ ■ ~ can be written as
Km = Pmo n n ... n (a,.) n ....
This implies that when P  is a convex partition then all cells are convex as well (see 
Goetz [1996]).
1.3 B rief literature review  and m ain achievem ents in th is  
thesis
1.3 .1  C od in gs, C ells and P er iod ic  P o in ts
The existence of periodic points is closely related to rational cells and periodic codings. 
Hence, some attention has been focused on describing the codings of cells and on 
deriving the existence of periodic points from the existence of rational cells.
Some conclusions on codings of cells can be obtained using as simple arguments as 
recurrence, for instance, as the following result shows.
Proposition {Goetz., 1996) “If M. has finite Lebesgue measure, then every cell of 
positive Lebesgue measure has a rational code.”
It can then be immediately concluded that,
Corollary {Goetz, 1996) “Cells with irrational codes have zero measure.”
In the particular case when P  is convex this corollary implies that every irrational cell 
must be contained in hyperplanes.
6
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T h eo rem  A. (Section 3.4) Fo?' almost every T  G SE(P) in even dimensions every 
unbounded orbit is irrationally coded.
This result together with Proposition 4.5 allows us to construct examples for phase 
spaces with infinite Lebesgue measure wherein some cells of positive measure have 
irrational coding (see Figure 4.5).
The next result states that under certain conditions on the boundaries of atoms and 
with A4 compact, the irrational dynamics is totally contained in the closure of the 
exceptional set. Moreover, almost all initial conditions in £ possess irrational codings.
In addition to compactness of A4, it is required that the boundaries of all atoms satisfy 
the following requirement: for every x G dPi ,
We remark that this is clearly satisfied when all atoms are convex. For the case when 
the previous limit equals 1, æ is said to be a point of full density.
T h eo rem  {Goetz, 1996) “Let T act on a compact space M  and suppose that the atoms 
Pi do not have points of full density on their boundaries. Then for every x  G A4\£, its 
code is rational. For //-almost every point æ G its code is irrational.”
One important conclusion that can be obtained from this theorem is that the “wildest” 
dynamical behaviour is generated by points in £. Moreover, if p{£) > 0 then the result 
asserts that the irrational behaviour occurs in £ with probability one. However, if 
p{£) = 0, then it does not reveal any relevant information on the codings of points 
inside £.
In the special case of convex partitions our results imply the following refinement of the 
previous theorem. Let P a to u  =  U ggQ , where Q  is a connected component of A d\^ 
and let Ju lia  be the complement of P a tou  (see Chapter 4 for more details).
T h eo rem  B. (Section 4.3) Given a piecewise isometry defined on a convex partition 
V  and a compact space M , 3K = P a to u \^  and 3 = Julia\£^.
The next result provides a relation between rational points and periodic points.
P ro p o sitio n  {Goetz, 1996) “Let T  be a piecewise isometry acting on the bounded 
space M  with convex partition V. Then in the space A4, there exist points of rational 
codes if and only if there are periodic points.”
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111 the setting of unbounded spaces we have established the following generalisation. A 
point æ G A4 is said to be recurrent if l u { x ) ^  0.
T h eo rem  C. (Section 3.3) I f  V  is a convex partition then there exist recurrent points 
with rational codings if and only if there exist periodic points.
An interesting consequence of the characterisation of isometries according to recurrence 
presented in Section 3.2 is that in odd dimensions piecewise rotations seldom possess 
periodic points.
T h eo rem  D. (Section 3.5) Almost every T  G SE(P) in odd-dimensional spaces has 
no periodic points.
1.3 .2  P er tu rb a tio n  resu lts
We now describe some results obtained for perturbations of piecewise isometries. The 
main concern is to investigate which changes occur in periodic points, cells and the 
closure of the exceptional set when we perturb the original map. This was achieved in 
some generality for planar “irrational” piecewise rotations whereas the case when at 
least one angle of rotation is rational appears to be particularly more complicated.
First of all, we present the setup in which the results for two-dimensional piecewise 
rotations in compact spaces were established. For that purpose we recall the concept 
of Hausdorff distance.
D efin ition  1.1 Let A and B  be closed subsets of som.e Euclidean space IR” . The 6- 
para llel body of A is the set =  {a; G R"' : ||æ — p || < 6^ , G A}. The H a u sd o r ff 
distance between A and B , denoted by cIh(A, B), is the infimum of all the values ô 
such that A  C  Bs and B  C  A^.
Let Tr{M) (or simply T)  denote the set of piecewise rotations with r  convex atoms, 
acting on some compact subspace of C, M.  Thus, %(A4) can be endowed with the 
following metric.
D efin ition  1.2  Let T  and T ' be elements o fT , i.e., there exist two partitions o/ A4, 
namely, V  = {Pq, ...,P,—i} andV' — {Pg, and complex numbers {pi}){zi\,{p\},
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where i — 0, ...,r — 1, such that,
T{x) — piX-\- Zi if X € Pi and 
=  PiX + z - i f x e P l .
The distance between T  and T' is defined as,
dr(T,T') = „ max {|pi -  p(|, \z, - .
111 this setting, T ' is said to be an e -p e rtu rb a tio n  of T if TQ < e .
We now give a precise definition of irrational piecewise rotations.
D efin ition  1.3 A piecewise rotation T  G %,{À4) is called irra tiona l i f  all angles of ro­
tation are noncommensurate with ?r, or in other words, if p^^...pf.'ii — 1 for nonnegative 
numbers k \ , ..., A:,, implies k\ = ... = k^ = 0.
Henceforth, T  will be assumed to be an irrational piecewise rotation.
P ro p o sitio n  (S tab ility  o f period ic  p o in ts). {Goetz, 2001) “Let p G A4 be a periodic 
point of order n  under an irrational piecewise rotation T. Suppose that the T-orbit of 
p, Ot {p ) — {T^-Pi 71 > 0} is disjoint from the boundaries of the atoms of V. Then, for 
every positive e, there is a  ^ such that every J-perturbation T ' has a unique periodic 
point p' of period n  within distance e from p and so that Xr'(pO — %T(p) "
The existence of a periodic point x  in M \£  implies the existence of a cell of positive 
measure simply because Bs{x) has the same coding as x for 6 < dist(C>(æ), "D). There­
fore, one could investigate the changes in terms of Hausdorff metric undergone by those 
cells.
P ro p o sitio n  (H ausdorff con tinu ity  o f cells). {Goetz, 2001) “Let T  be an irrational 
piecewise rotation. Let { w ) t  be a T-cell of positive Lebesgue measure. Then there exists 
a neighbourhood T§ C T  of T  such that for every T ' G Ts, the cell {w)t' is non-empty 
and
ds. 7 \ -r ml dr.{ w ) t ' { w ) t  if T' ^ T  .”
This means that the shape of these cells does not change dramatically in the Hausdorff 
metric. In terms of measure it can more generally be asserted that
9
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Proposition (M easure continuity). {Goetz, 2001) “Let T  be an irrational piecewise 
rotation. Then for every w G %(A4*), the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure A of the 
cell { w ) t  is continuous under perturbations of T, that is,
A((w>r') — > A((<u)t) if T'
Note that this implies that every T-realizable code w must also be realized by sufficiently 
close T '.
As far as £ is concerned, partial continuity was obtained, which actually sustains nu­
merical evidence provided in Ashwin et al. [1997]. More precisely, let us define the 
following function, /  : T  - 4  so that f{T ) = X{£).
Proposition  (Upper sem i-continuity of the measure of £). {Goetz, 2001) “Let 
T  : A4 -4 A4 be an irrational piecewise rotation with partition consisting of convex 
atoms on a compact space A4, Then, f{T )  is upper semi-continuous, i.e.,
limsup f{T ') < f{T )  .»d'T-TfJ^T
This implies that /  is continuous on a dense G5 subset of T ,  for in fact that is the case 
for all upper semi-continuous functions.
In this thesis we were able to give a more detailed version of the stability of periodic 
points for the case when A4 is unbounded and V  is not necessarily convex. However, 
our results do not involve any perturbation of the partition V, that is, we assume that 
any perturbation of T  remains defined on V. It might be possible to define a topology 
in the sets of partitions of A4, but we found it very difficult to construct a metric for 
that same space even for the special case of convex partitions (clearly, the Hausdorff 
metric cannot be used). We then define the following metric on P W I{V ).
Definition 1.4 G ivenT ,T ' e P W I{V ) where T  =  
we define the distance between them by
m —l m —ldist(T,T') = T 11^  - + E  ■i=0 i=0
where \\.\\^n is the usual Euclidean norm and =  y/tr{AA^) =
10
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The following result is a version of the stability of periodic points established in Goetz 
[2001], where M  is unbounded and there is no perturbation of the original partition P .
T h eo rem  E. (Section 3.6) Suppose T  G PW IifP) possesses a periodic point p  with 
coding w and return map Ry  ^+  Vy, such that det(Ry, — id) ^  0. Then, p  is stable
under perturbation of T. Adore precisely, for every sufficiently small e > 0 there is a 
Ô > 0 so that for all perturbations T ' of T  with d\st{T',T) < ô there is a point p' such 
that Up — P^ II < £ and p ' is periodic under T ‘ with coding w.
1.3.3 E xam ples o f A ttractors appearing in piecew ise isom etries
C an to r sets. {Boshernitzan & Kornefeld, 1995) Let T  be an interval translation 
mapping on the unit interval, T  : [0,1] O, defined by,
T.x — <
X T CK, for X G [0,1 — a)
X +  for .X G [1 — q;, 1 — o;^ )
X 4- — 1, for X G [1 -  a ^ ,  1]
where a  is the unique root of the polynomial P(x) =  x^ — x^ — 3x +  1, in [0,1]. (Note 
that T  is defined along the discontinuity set.)
It turns out that there is an interval A C [0,1] for which the return map 2% is well 
defined, that is, for every x G A, there is n G N such that T ’^ (x) G A and more 
importantly, Ta is naturally isomorpliic to T, differing only by scaling.
This self-similarity implies that X  = rin>iT^([0,1]) is a Cantor set (i.e., perfect and 
nowhere dense) in [0,1] with Hausdorff dimension s % 0.663546 hence zero Lebesgue 
measure. In particular, the sequence of sets Xn — n ’^ _jT^([0,1]) is strictly decreasing, 
or in other words, T  is of infinite type.
The authors also prove that T\x is minimal and isomorphic to the substitution dynam­
ical system S  corresponding to the substitution (  : A - 4  A*, where A  — {1,2 ,3}, A* is 
the set of all finite sequences on A and C is defined by,
C(l) =  {2},C(2) =  {3111},((3) =  {311} .
Therefore, T^x is also uniquely ergodic where the unique invariant measure is the 
normalised s-dimensional Hausdorff measure on X .
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Very recently, Bruin and Troubetzkoy [2002] have generalised this example into a 
two-parameter family containing a subset of interval translation mappings exhibiting 
Cantor-like attractors.
A more general result proved in Schmeling and Troubetzkoy [1997] states that,
Theorem. “Suppose T is an ITM of infinite type and T^x is topologically transitive. 
Then A is a Cantor set.”
The 8-attractor. {Goetz, 1998a) Let us consider a Goetz map on which the 
centres of rotation belong to some perpendicular line to V  — {(0,^);?/ G M}. For 
simplicity, it is assumed that both Cq and C\ belong to the x-axis and that C{ G Pi, 
for z = 0,1. The asymptotic dynamics of this type of maps is depicted in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: The 8-attractor: a numerical approximation of the attractor which is made of two
invariant discs, Do and D i.
Let 0 be the set of points with non eventually-constant coding. The main result in 
Goetz [1998a] states that if one of the angles is rational then 3 is empty. This means 
that every point has an eventually-constant coding or in other words, its orbit will at 
some stage enter one of the closed discs D q or P i.
In case both angles are irrational then the scenario is as follows,
1. 0 is non-empty and moreover, all orbits of points in that set will accumulate on 
dDo U dDi, where dDi denotes the boundary of the disc Df,
2. As the orbit of a point in 3 gets closer to its w-limit set, the time spent in each 
atom tends to infinity;
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3. For any bounded set S  such that Dq U B i C S, the following holds, 
rin>oT”(5) =  Po U P i -  {P^(0,0) U R ^ ( 0 , 0 ) : n >  0}.
Choosing dj > r ,^ for i =  0,1, such that dg — Vq = df — rf, the set 5  = B(Co,do) U 
B (C i,d i)  is an open neighbourhood of Pg U P i such that T(5) C S. Therefore, we 
can define the restriction of T  to 5, T^s ■ One conclusion that can be drawn in this 
particular case is that all T|g-invariant measures have support on the union Pg U P i .
M olecular A ttra c to rs . {Goetz, 1998b) The first main theorem states that for 
a given 8-attractor map there exists a perturbation^ of it that contains another 8- 
attractor map as a local map. More precisely, for any Ci G there exists a point 
C[ in its neighbourhood such that the piecewise rotation T with centres of rotation 
Co and C[ has a periodic point C2 G R"^  with period p. Furthermore, there exists a 
neighbourhood N  that contains P g  U P 2 for which the local map.
T '(z) = T{x) ifx  G A flP g
TP{x) if X G A n  Pi
is an 8-attractor map with centres of rotation Cg and C2 . The fact that this set is actu­
ally attracting a neighbourhood is an immediate consequence of the previous conclusion 
on 8-attractors applied to T'. This phenomenon of an 8-attractor emerging locally pro­
duces another type of attractor which is called a molecular attractor, and consists of 
the union P g  U P 2 U T ( P 2 ) U ... U T ^ " ^ (P 2 ) , as depicted in Figure 1.4.
= T‘>(Z?2)
i .  Do J S . .
Figure 1.4: A molecular attractor: numerical approximation of a molecular attractor made of a local 
8-attractor Do U D 2 and other periodic discs.
More generally, if the attractor is made of a finite number of periodic discs we still say 
that A is a molecular attractor.
^Here, perturbing means moving one centre, say, Ci.
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Since one has obtained an 8-attractor map T' locally, we can perturb the original map 
T  once again so that a new local 8-attractor map, T", emerges. Using this idea, it wa.s 
shown in Goetz [1998b] that, under some assumptions, this procedure can be repeated 
infinite times such that the resulting map possesses infinitely many periodic discs (hence 
infinitely many periodic points as well).
Sierp inski gasket. (Goetz, 1998c) In this example, centres and angles of rotation 
of the Goetz map are chosen in such a way that the lines R q('D), R q(T>) and R\(T>) 
form the boundary of a triangle as shown schematically in Figure 1.5 (left).
Figure 1.5: Construction of the triangularly shaped attractor (left); a numerical approximation of 
the attractor (centre); and the exceptional set inside the attractor (right).
The main results state the following:
1. The attractor A  contains an infinite number of periodic cells;
2. The set of non-eventually periodic points 3 has Hausdorff dimension 1.00676... 
(solution of the equation + 2{k‘^ Y = 1 ,where k = 2cos72°);
3. For every bounded neighbourhood, N , of A, there exists a positive integer i such 
that T^(N) C A. Nevertheless,
nn>oT^(N) = A.
These results have some interesting implications:
1. Since all orbits will fall into A  and the angles of rotation are both rational, we 
can conclude that almost all points are eventually periodic.
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2. The number of non-eventually periodic points is uncountable since the Hausdorff 
dimension of J  is greater than one hence there exist points in 3 that never intersect 
the discontinuity line because the collection of its preimages is a one dimensional 
set.
The double-cone attractor. (Section 2.4) In this thesis we present a family of 
Goetz maps possessing a global attractor, which is geometrically similar to the Sierpin­
ski gasket presented in Goetz [1998c]. Let Cq = {—s\nO, —cos9) and C\ = (sin0,cos0), 
where 6 g]0, tt/2] is the common angle of rotation. Let —>■ be the Goetz map
defined as follows.
Tq.z — ■^o(^) — ~  Go) -t- Cq if  X <  0
77%(z) =  A q(z — C\)  -h C\  if  X >  0
cos9 sin^where A q = \ | and z =  (x, y) G
—s\n9 cos9
We note that D =  {z G : x =  0} and that R q{'D) and Ri{T>) are tangent to D\ and 
Dq, respectively, where Di is the closed disc with radius s\n9 centred at Q , for z = 0,1.
Figure 1.6: The double-cone attractor for 9 = tt/4: schematic representation (left); numerical ap­
proximation (centre); and the exceptional set inside the attractor (right).
In Figure 1.6 we present a geometric sketch of the attractor for 9 = n/A  along with an 
approximation of the attractor and of the exceptional set inside it. We stress that for 
this particular choice of 9 (Figure 1.6) there exists a self-similarity in the closure of the 
exceptional set, which has been noticed in the context of piecewise affine maps on the 
torus (see Ashwin et al  [1997], Adler et al. [2001] and Khang [2000]) whose dynamics 
we shall prove to be equivalent to the double-cone attractor in Section 2.4.3. Using a
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well known result for self-similar fractals (see for instance Falconer [1990]) it can be
computed the Hausdorff dimension for 9 =  tt/4 yielding 1.2464774  (for a precise
calculation see Poggiaspalla [2000]).
Our main result concerning this example is the following:
T h eo rem  F . For 9 — Tv/n, n  > 2, there is a compact set and also
(?;) there exists a neighbourhood M  D An such that, Te{M) C Af and 0^oT^(A7) =  An] 
{ii) the orbit of every point x  E will eventually fall in f f .
Therefore, An is a global attractor.
1 .3 .4  S ym b olic  E n trop y  and C om p lex ity
Although the issue of symbolic growth has not been addressed in this thesis we have 
decided to include a short reference to this subject in this brief review since, from our 
point of view, this is the only area in the study of piecewise isometric systems where a 
substantial improvement has been achieved.
The symbolic entropy of T, hsym{T), is given by,
limsup - l o g { # H ( n ) }71—>oo ri
where B{n) is the set of subwords in x(A4*) with size n. The symbolic entropy of T 
represents the rate of growth of the number of words of length n, for sufficiently large n.
P ro p o s itio n  {Buzzi, 2000) “The symbolic entropy of any piecewise isometry defined 
on open poly top es is zero.”
We remark that the author originally referred to hsym as topological entropy. For 
continuous dynamical systems defined in compact spaces, it is a well known result that 
both the topological and symbolic entropies coincide. In the case of piecewise isometrics, 
Goetz [1999] has proved that, when M. is compact, the continuous extension T  of the 
graph of T  satisfies htop{T) = hsym{T).
After the result of Buzzi it became crucial to investigate whether the complexity func­
tion, p{n) — has polynomial growth. For that purpose, one must check if the
complexity,
p(T)  :=  lim supn-^oo log n
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is finite. Recently, Asliwin and Fu [2002] have proved the following.
P ro p o sitio n  {Ashwin Sz Fu, 2002) “The complexity of an lET is either 0 or 1.”
1.4 O utline and organisation of thesis
We now give a brief outline of the material presented in the following chapters:
C h a p te r  2. P ro p e rtie s  of A ttra c to rs  an d  new  exam ples. The main goal of 
this chapter is to introduce a theoretical framework towards a systematic study of 
properties of attractors along with providing new examples which were the source 
of all our motivation. We note that our results mainly concern attractors in planar 
piecewise rotations. Our setting does not apply to the Cantor-set attractors found 
in ITMs and since no other examples have been found in dimensions greater than 2 
we have no practical evidence as to whether our results suit piecewise isometries in 
higher dimensions. The dynamics inside our new examples of attractors is proved to 
be equivalent to that from models of digital filters. We also discuss some subtleties in 
the definition of piecewise isometric attractors and their properties, motivated not only 
by our new examples bu t also by others existing in the literature. More precisely, we 
require a minimality condition so that uniqueness is guaranteed and also, we establish 
equivalent forms of attractivity under a regularity assumption. The notion of quasi­
invariance is introduced as it proves to be a suitable concept in the context of planar 
piecewise rotations.
C h a p te r  3. R ecurrence, R a tio n a l Cells and  P eriod ic  P o in ts . Our major con­
cern in this chapter is to generalise as much as possible the results on rational cells 
and periodic points introduced in Goetz [1996]. We show that if n  is odd and the 
system contains no orientation reversing isometries then recurrent orbits w ith rational 
coding are not expected. More precisely a prevalent set of piecewise isometries do not 
have recurrent points having rational coding. In particular, no periodic points exist 
for almost every piecewise isometry. By contrast, if n > 2 is even then periodic points 
are stable for almost every piecewise isometry whose defining isometries are not orien­
tation reversing. If, in addition, the defining isometries satisfy an incommensurability 
condition then all unbounded orbits must be irrationally coded.
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C h a p te r  4. Issues involving th e  closure of th e  E xcep tional se t. Cliaoticity 
and intriguing dynamical behaviour in piecewise isometries have long been associated 
with the closure of the exceptional set mostly due to the fact that given x E S \£  and 
every e > 0 ,  the iterates of Bg{x) will intersect V  infinitely many times. Irrational 
codings provide another source of complex behaviour and we prove that in some cases 
connected components in the complement of 6 can be irrationally coded. As far as 
rational cells are concerned, our results show that for every rational cell, there must 
be a connected component in AA\£ which “approximates” it (see Section 4.3 for the 
precise statement). We study the properties of w-limit sets of recurrent points out­
side the closure of the exceptional set and observe that some basic properties of the 
dynamics of piecewise isometries in the complement of £ are also present in piecewise 
homeomorphisms. Finally, we provide some theoretical backup of the numerically evi­
dent fact that, for invertible piecewise isometries, orbits of points inside £ give “fairly 
good” approximations to £.
C h a p te r  5. S ym m etric  P a t te rn s  aris ing  in th e  G oetz m ap. The existence of 
symmetric patterns in discontinuous maps as in, for instance, the Goetz map, requires 
a more general approach to the notion of symmetry. The classical notions of sym­
metry cannot be applied due to the existence of discontinuities and a broader version 
using a measure-theory perspective is introduced. We establish special cases of almost- 
everywhere symmetry and derive interesting properties with regard to the existence of 
those special symmetries in a piecewise continuous map. We also compute the symme­
try group of the Goetz map and analyse in more detail the existence of symmetry at 
the local level in the invertible case.
We finish our thesis with a section of final remarks including open questions and future 
lines of research.
Notation. We clarify some notation and nomenclature that will be used throughout. 
Unless stated otherwise, A4 represents an Euclidean space. The set of points within 
distance J > 0 of a certain point x is denoted by Bs{x). Every measure p  will be 
considered to be complete, that is, for every set Z  contained in a zero measure set Z' 
we have that p{Z) =  0. The greek letter A will be used to denote Lebesgue measure. 
The use of the capital letter “ T  ” is restricted to piecewise isometries following stan­
dard notation. Whenever we want to emphasize that some result or definition extends
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naturally for a piecewise continuous or measure-preserving map, say, we will use “ f ” 
instead. We will also assume that f is finite-to-one (see appendix in Chapter 2 for more 
details). A {forward-)invariant set will be a set I  such that f(J) =  I  (f(I) C I  resp.). 
We note that, although we are mainly interested in establishing general results in the 
context of piecewise isometries, we often use only simple properties such as piecewise 
continuity, injectivity or that every isometry T  is forward-Lebesgue-preserving, that is, 
X{T{A)) — A (A). We will often refer to the natural decomposition of a set S  as being 
the collection of sets {6'^ }^  such that Si S  D Pi where Pi is a atom of V  for every 
i E {O,. . .  ,771 — l}.
Numerical simulations. All programs were written in FORTRAN and data was plotted 
using GNUPLOT. There are two different codes used here. One is the numerical 
approximation of the attractor and the other is the computation of the exceptional set 
(globally or inside the attractor). In the first case, we choose a large box of the phase 
space and iterate a random selection of initial conditions inside that box removing 
transient behaviour. If removing a larger number of transient points and iterating for 
longer periods of time does not alter the picture significantly, we are content w ith the 
picture obtained and save it. For the second case, we choose a grid in a box of the 
phase space and iterate for a specific period of time checking at all times whether the 
orbit of the point is passing within a given distance from the discontinuity. If so, we 
save that point in an output data file which will be plotted later on using GNUPLOT. 
If the goal is to compute the exceptional set inside the attractor then we iterate those 
points in the output file and remove transient points. This technique, however, does 
not produce pictures with sufficiently sharp resolution.
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Chapter 2
Properties o f A ttractors and new  
exam ples
(The most part of this chapter is included in [32].)
One particular feature in the context of piecewise isometries is that existing examples 
of attractors are not invariant in the sense that T{A) is not equal to A , although they 
differ very little from an invariant set as we shall explain in Section 2.2. In fact, A \T {A )  
is a zero measure set and this is the origin of the definition of quasi-invariance.
As far as we are aware, the first paper which deals with the concept of attractor in the 
setting of piecewise rotations is the one by Goetz [1998a] concerning the existence of a 
compact figure-eight shaped set A  for which there exists a neighbourhood Af such that 
A  — Cn>oT^^{Af) U Z, where is a countable set. In a broader context, Goetz [1996] 
introduced the definition of piecewise isometric attractor which assumes that
A  =  Cn>QT'‘' {^Af) U Z, where Z is a zero measure set, (2.1)
instead of being countable. However, under this definition, the uniqueness of such a 
set A  contained in Af is not guaranteed because if Af is obtained from A  by adding 
compact sets of zero measure contained in Af, then A! will satisfy (2.1) as well, and 
therefore both sets would be attractors. Consequently, we will also require that A  must
be minimal according to (2.1) which trivially implies that A  =  r\n>oT’^ {Af).
In Section 2.3, we show that if A — nn>oT'^{Af) then condition (2.1) is also satisfied 
provided that A  satisfies a regularity assumption. In addition, we prove that there
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exists a multi-valued extension T of the original piecewise isometry for which A is a 
piecewise isometric attractor if and only if A =  r\n>o^^{Af)-
We note that the dynamics of a piecewise isometry restricted to a quasi-invariant set 
is measure-preserving and therefore by Poincaré Recurrence, when such a set is also 
regular, the union of all w-limit sets inside it is dense.
Our results were mainly motivated by our new examples of global attractors for a 
particular family of Goetz maps (see page 30).
This chapter is organized as follows. Sections 2.1 to 2.3 are devoted to the main 
statements on piecewise isometric attractors and it is where our results, as described 
above, are included. We illustrate the theory with a family of maps which possess global 
attractors with intriguing dynamics and we establish a conjugacy of these examples w ith 
models in the theory of digital filters in Section 2.4,
2.1 P iecew ise Isom etric A ttractors
The main dilemma in examples of attractors in planar piecewise rotations studied so 
far is that, typically^, we have the following scenario: there exists a set Af such that 
T{Af) C Af and on one hand,
(i) n,i>oT’’^ (A/*) is an invariant set though not closed and also not containing all w-limit 
sets of initial conditions in Af] whereas on the other hand,
(w) nn>oT‘^ {ff) is not an invariant set and yet it is closed and it contains all w-limit 
sets of initial conditions in Af.
The following definition provides assurance that an attractor equals n,i>oT’^ (W) while 
differing by only a zero measure set from C]n>oT'^{Af).
D efin ition  2.1 A compact set A  is called a Piecewise Isom e tr ic  A t tra c to r  if there 
exists a set Af D A  such that T{Af) C Af and,
A  = n ^ i T ”'(AT) U Z, for some zero Lebesgue measure set Z, (2.2)
^In the literature on Piecewise Isometries, we are not aware of any examples where neither condition 
(i) nor condition {ii) do not hold.
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and A  is minimal under (2.2), i.e., there is no other compact set A' Ç A  satisfying 
(2.2) for some other zero measure set Z'.
Note that by requiring minimality, A  is uniquely determined and equal to n„>oT” (A7), 
given a forward-invariant neighbourhood Af.
N o te : We remark that all available examples of pwi-attractors from piecewise rota­
tions have positive Lebesgue measure. Nevertheless, we recall that in a paper by 
Boshernitzan and Kornfeld [1995] one example of an ITM T  : [0,1] —)■ [0,1] is
constructed wherein n^^T '^ ([0 ,1]) is a zero Lebesgue measure set (see review in 
Introduction page 11).
In general, condition (2.2) is not sufficient to yield any form of irreducibility; see 
for instance the example of a flow in considered in the review paper by Ruelle
and Eckmann [1985] where the attracting set Li'ffLiT'’^ {Af) is the compact unit interval 
[—1,1] X  {0} although all initial conditions will accumulate either on (—1,0) or (1,0). 
Such examples of attracting sets with dense wandering set can be disregarded in this 
context simply by applying Poincaré Recurrence (as will be seen in Remark 2.3).
2.2 Q uasi-Invariance
One property of w-limit sets in continuous dynamics is that they are forward-invariant 
{i.e., f(A) Ç A) and when, in addition, A4 is compact, then every w-limit set is 
nonempty and invariant in the sense that f(w(æ)) =  w(æ). Unfortunately, this is one 
property that might not hold in the discontinuous setting for if an w-limit set contains 
points of discontinuity it might be the case that iterates of those points will fall in the 
complement of it (see Figure 2.1).
It follows from the definition, that a piecewise isometric attractor A  can be decomposed 
into A ~  lU Z ,  where I  — n^QT"'(W) is an invariant set (see Appendix to this chapter) 
and Z  has zero measme. By minimality, we can also conclude that A =  / .  This implies
that T(A) — T{I)  C T{I) = I  — A. Moreover, T(A) D I  hence A(A\T(A)) =  0. 
Therefore, every piecewise isometric attractor of positive measure is quasi-invariant in 
the following sense.
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Figure 2.1: Example of a discontinuons map exhibiting an w-limit set which is not invariant. Note 
that w(æ) =  1 /2  for every x  € ] l / 2 , 1] but f ( l /2 )  <  1 /2 . Under the concept of piecewise continuous map 
introduced in Section 1,2 we have that f ( l /2 )  =  0 hence it would still be a forward-invariant set.
Definition 2.2 A positive p-measure set Q such that f(Q) C Q is called p-Quasi- 
Invariani?' if  p{Q\i{Q)) = 0 ,
We can actually state that a quasi-invariant set Q contains an invariant set of full 
measure given that f|Q : Af —)■ A4 satisfies one of the following properties: for every 
set 5  C  Q,
p{f^Q{S)) ~  0 implies p{S) — 0 (0)
or,
p{S) — 0 implies p{^{S)) — 0 (♦)
(Note that (<0) and (♦) are independent.)
P ro p o s i tio n  2 .1  Suppose Q is a set of positive measure such that f(Q) C  Q and f|Q 
satisfies either (<» or (♦). Then, Q is a quasi-invariant set if and only if  there exists 
an invariant set I  C  Q such that p{Q\I) ~  0.
proof: (<C>) Throughout the proof f will represent fjg . Let us assume first that there 
exists an invariant set I  C  Q  such that p{Q\I) =  0. Thus, I  =  f(I) Ç f (Q )  Ç  Q and 
consequently p{Q\f{Q)) < p{Q\I) = 0.
^We use this terminology for we assume that f(Q ) C Q. Generally, if /i(A A f(A )) =  0 then A  is an 
Almost-Invaj'iant set. However, in this latter case, fj^ is not well defined since the image of points 
inside A  may lie outside A.
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Conversely, let us suppose that Q is a quasi-invariant set. As a first step, we prove that 
=  0, for a ll,% > 1.
Let X G f(Q )\f’^ (Q) and y € Suppose that y G f(Q) or equivalently, there
exists z G Q such that y = f(z). Then f"'(z) =  =  x which would imply that
X  G Therefore, f“ ^^’^ ^(f(Q)\f"(Q)) C  Q\f(Q) which means that for all n > 1,
Consequently, using the fact that =  0 implies p{Q) — 0 we can assert that
p (f(Q )\f” (Q)) =  0, since,
( f -+ i( f (Q )\r (Q )))  =  0 ^  (f-"+"(f(Q)\f"(Q))) =  0 
/^(rX f(0)\f"(Q ))) =  0 ^  /^(f(Q)\f"(Q)) =  0 , for all n > 1.
Moreover,
Q\f"(Q) =  ((Q\f(Q)) u ( f (Q ) \r ( 0 ) ) ,
which is the union of two zero measure sets. We have then proved that p{Q\r^{Q)) =  0, 
for all n > 1. Let I  — n ”>of(0)- As shown in the appendix, I  is an invaiiant set since 
f is finite-to-one (as assumed in the Introduction). The fact that p{Q \I)  =  0 results 
straightforwardly from the following, p{Q\I) — p{Q\fX,>Q'^{Q)) = M(U,i>oQ\f"'(0)) < 
2»>o /2(0\f"(0)).
(♦) In this case the result follows trivially since every quasi-invariant set Q can be 
written as Q = ^{Q) U Z  which implies that Q =  f^(0) U where Zn has zero 
measure for every n G N. ■
N otes; (%) Note that if f]g satisfies (<0>) then every forward-invariant Q is also quasi­
invariant set since f|g^(Q\f(Q)) =  0 whereas condition (♦) does not imply quasi­
invariance. Simply take I  = [0,1] and f(æ) =  x/2. Clearly f satisfies (♦) and yet 
I  is not quasi-invariant.
{ii) In the absence of either conditions (0) or (♦) we can construct examples 
where Proposition 2.1 fails:
(a) Suppose A4 =  : n G N} is a countable set, p is a measure on A4 defined
by p{xn) ~  1/2"^, if n >  1 and p {xq) — 0 and f: A4 -A A4 maps Xn to Xn+i- Thus,
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A4 is a quasi-invariant set that does not contain any invariant set. Observe that 
p(-f~^(xi)) — p(xo) =  0 even though p(xi) > 0.
(&) Let c:]0, l[->]0, Ip  be a parametrisation of a space-filling curve. We define a 
map f: [0,1]^ O as being f|]o,i[x{o} =  c and for every x  ^]0, l[x{0} let f(æ) =  0. 
Thus, Q — [0,1]^ is a quasi-invariant set under f since A(0\f(Q)) =  0. However, 
the only invariant set is {(0,0)}.
In our next result we say that f is p-almost-invertible if the set of points that either 
have none or more than one preimage has zero measme.
R em ark  2.1 Given a foriuard-invariant set Q of finite Lebesgue measure for a piece- 
wise isometry T , the following are equivalent:
(i) Q is X-quasi-invariant,
(«?!) Tjg is X-almost-invertible,
(iii) T|g is X-measure-preserving.
(We remark beforehand that we shall only use the fact that every isometry is an injective 
and forward-measure-preserving map. We also note that since Q is a forward-invariant 
set we may refer to Tjg which we shall denote henceforth by T.)
Let I f  {x : #{f"^(æ)} > 2} and Sf — {x : #{f'"^(.'c)} =  0}. We then say that f 
is almost-injective if p{If) = 0 and almost-surjective when p{Sf) =  0. Consequently, 
f is almost-invertible if it is almost-injective and almost-surjective. Note that a map 
f : X  ^  y  is almost-smjective if and only if p{Y \f{X ))  =  0 and it is almost-injective 
if and only if for all disjoint sets A  and B  one has p{f{A) fl f(B)) =  0.
(z)=»(m) The following is a trivial consequence of definitions. Let {Qk}^ZQ be the 
natural decomposition of Q. Suppose there are at least two distinct i and j  such that 
T(0i)nT(Qj)#0. Thus,
A(T(0)) < A(To(0o)) -b ... + A(2L.-i(0m-i)) -  A(3l(Q*) nT,(0,)).
Using the fact that each is forward-measure-preserving and that Q is a A-quasi- 
invariant set of finite measure we can conclude from the above inequality that,
A(G) < A(G) -  A(T^ (0^ ) nT,(0,)) ,
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which implies that X{Ti{Qi)C\Tj{Qj)) = 0. Since i and j  were arbitrarily chosen, we may 
conclude that the images of Qk under T  will not have positive measure intersection.
Suppose that B  and C are disjoint subsets of Q. From the fact that each B^^Ck Ç Qa;, 
we can conclude that X{T{Bi) r\T{Cj)) = 0  for all i ^  j .  Consequently, it follows that 
A (T (B )n T (0 ) =  0 sinceT(B)nT(C) C {U^r„^2).-(Bt)nTt(Ct)}U{Uj,,,T(Bi)nT(C,)}. 
The assertion follows easily now since A(<Sf) =  X{Q\T{Q)) =  0.
(?/i)=b(«2«) Let A be a subset of Q and suppose that Tjg is A-almost-invertible. By 
A-almost-injectivity we can conclude that A(T(A^) nT (A j)) =  0. Therefore,
A(T(A)) = A(U&Tt(AA)) = E&A%(Ajk)) = EA,A(A&) = A(A) .
Replacing A  by T~^{A), we obtain A(T“ ^(A)) =  X{T{T~^{A))). It now suffices to 
show that A(T(T~^(A))) — A (A). (The following argument will hold for any /.^-almost- 
surjective map f.) In general, f{i~^{A)) = f(f~^(A\6’f))) =  A\S f.  Thus, p{f{i~^{A))) = 
p{A) since «Sf is a zero measure set.
(m‘*)=^(«) Every measure-preserving map satisfies property ({>) in page 23. Thus 
Note (î) in page 24 applies here. □
2.3 L ebesgue-R egular sets and A ttractiv ity
All examples of attractors from planar piecewise rotations, which were listed in the 
Introduction, possess a sort of “regularity” on the boundary which enables us to prove 
equivalent forms of attractivity for piecewise isometric attractors (see Proposition 2.2).
Given a positive measure set A, we say that re G A is a point of null p~density of A  if 
there exists an e > 0 so that p{Be{x) (1 A) — 0, where B^{x) = {y £ Af:dist(.‘r,y ) < e} 
for a given metric dist on A4.
Recall that the support of a measure p  defined on a compact manifold A4 is the smallest 
closed set such that p{A4) — p{Sfj). Given a set A, we consider the support of the 
induced measure pA as being the smallest closed set C A, for the induced topology 
in A, such that p{A) =  p{S/j,^).
R em ark  2.2 Every point x  G A\<Sj,t^  is a point of null pA-density.
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Let p denote pA- Since Sjj, is a closed set in A  we conclude that A\Sji must be open 
in A. Therefore, there must exist a neighbourhood of æ in A containing Be{x) fl A for 
some e > 0, which is also contained in A\Sji. This implies from definition of that 
Bs{x) n  A must have zero measure. □
D efin ition  2.3 A subset TZ £  A i is said to be p-Regular if it does not contain points 
of null p-density.
N o te : It follows from Remark 2.2 that a set A is /^-regular if and only if A equals the 
support of PA-
The Lebesgue Density Theorem states that for every measurable set A and 
Lebesgue almost every x  G A,
" S ' T S H T  ■ ■■
Consequently, Lebesgue almost every point re G A is not of null A-density.
Moreover, every point in the interior of a given set S  cannot be a point of null p~ 
density for any measure p which assigns positive values to open sets. This implies 
that, for such a measure, any null jU-density points must lie in the boundary.
Before stating the result mentioned previously we need some definitions. Given a set 
5, talœ Si S  n  Pi and let S* := S  C\ Si. For any x E S, let indg(rc) := {îq, • • • , ij} if 
X G Note that {rr G 5" : indg(rr) > 1} C
D efin ition  2.4 Given a piecewise isometry T  on A i and a set S  C  Ai ,  the M ulti-  
Valued E x tens ion  o f  T  on S  is the multi-valued map T s  : A i  ^  A i defined as 
follows:
Ts{x) = T{x) if X ^ S  and 
T s { x )=  U  T i ( x ) i f x e S .
i&nds{x)
{Note that if x  E S  and indg(rr) =  0 then also Ts{x) = 0.)
P ro p o sitio n  2.2 Let Af be a set such that T{Af) C Af. Then, for any compact A- 
regular set A  C  Af, the following assertions are equivalent:
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(i) .4 =  n“ iT»(V),- 
{ii} Al =  n “ iT ’_i(V);
(iii) A  =  n ^ i T ”'(A/') U Z, where X{Z) ~  0 and A  is minimal, that is, there is no other 
compact set A! Ç, A  with this property.
proof: We first prove an important property of /j,-regular sets.
L em m a 2.3 I f  TZ is a compact p-regular set and V  C  TZ is such that p{7Z\V) =  0, 
then 7Z = V.
proof: Let x  G 7Z\V and let fZs = B^ix) H 7Z, for e > 0. By assumption, p{TZe) > 0,
for all e  > 0. Suppose that y  n  — 0. Thus, since TZ^  = (% g\y) U {TZ^  fi V) we
have, piffZe) — > 0 which yields a contradiction because IZe\V  C TZ\V. Take
Xn G y  n IZi/ni foi" all n  G N. Thus, Xn x and so æ G y . ■
(î)=b(M) Let T be a T-invariant set. Take its natural decomposition into disjoint subsets 
Jfc =  TnPjt, for k = 0, —1. By definition of T j, it follows that T j(J) — U^ ^Q^ Tfc(Tfc).
Using the fact that all Tfc are homeomorphisms, we conclude that.
T j i l )  =  ^T=oThih) = 0 ’i : - ,^n {h )
~  ^ ^ 0  'Xk{ik) — X{I) — I
This yields T a {A) — A  for A  = where Af D A ,  since n^^iT'^{Af) is
T-invariant. Let us denote T ^  simply by T.
It follows that, T{Af) ~  A U  T{Af\A)  and since T{A) C T{A)  — A we can also write 
T{M) = AUT{M). By induction, T"(V) = = T{A U =
A  U T{T'''^~^{Af)\A), and for the same reason as above we can replace T^~^{Af)\A  by 
T"'~^(A/’). Therefore, T^ *'(A/’) =  ACT^^{Af) for every n > 0. Thus,
n“  iT"(V) = Alu{n”  ,T"(V)} u { u - 1 n ^ ^ r A n P ^ ' i M ) }  = ^  ,
where for every n G N, is a monotonically increasing sequence of integers as A; —>■ oo.
{ii)=>{iii) Let T denote T ^  where A is a closed set such that A  = For any
set S  take its natural decomposition {5^} and let =  SC\Si. Note that S fn S j  C V  for 
any pair of distinct integers i , j  G {0 ,... ,m  — 1} hence any x E S  such that indg(æ) > 1
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must belong to V. Therefore, T{S) — T{S)UZ* ,  where Z* = T{Z) is a zero A-measure 
set since Z  := {x E S  : indg(a;) > 1 or indg(æ) — 1 and x  E V} C V  is a zero measure 
set and each Tj. maps sets of zero A-measure to sets of zero A-measure.
Using induction and applying the same argument as in the case n =  1, it follows that 
T ' \ S )  = T{T^'~ \S))  = U Z) C  T ^{S )U T {Z )  U Z', where Z ' ;= {T{x) :
X E S  := T'^~^{S) U Z  with ind^(æ) > 1 or, indg(æ) =  1 and x E V} is a zero measure 
set. Therefore, there exists a zero A-measure set Z „ such that T^ (^S') C  T ” (S') U Zn- 
Finally, it follows that,
A = n - c  { n - u  {u-0%;},
where each Vn is of the form at least one of the Wk is equal to Z{, for
some « G N. Therefore, a countable union of zero measure sets. Furthermore,
C n^QT^^/V") C A and consequently, A — n ^ o T ”'(A/') U Z, for a zero 
A-measure set Z.
Minimality follows from the regularity of A, since by Lemma 2.3 we also have A =
By compactness of A and by definition of closure we have that A D
Since A is minimal it follows straightforwardly that A =  ■
By Proposition 2.1 and the following corollary of Poincare Recurrence we conclude, 
in the setting of piecewise isometries, that A-quasi-invariant A-regular sets of finite 
Lebesgue measure are irreducible in the sense that the union of w-limit sets is dense.
R em ark  2.3 Let f  : A4 A4 be a p-measure-preserving m.ap with a forward-invariant
and p-regular closed setTZ E A4 of finite measure. Then, TZ — [Jxen^{x).
Let W — U^g%w(;r) and take a point x e TZ. Since x is not of null density, there exists 
a sequence of positive numbers such that limn^oo£ji =  0, for which the sets
=  B^^[x) n  TZ have positive measure. By Poincare Recurrence, we can conclude 
that almost all points in B^,, will return infinitely often to B^^- Let be one such 
point and take to be the sequence of retmning points to Since
Rg,, is compact we know that some subsequence of will converge to some
point Xn G Rg,, and by the definition of w-limit set it also follows that Xn E W.  By 
construction, Xn which imphes that x G W. □
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Using quasi-invariance, we now establish simpler conditions for A-regular sets to be 
piecewise isometric attractors which shall be useful later.
P ro p o s itio n  2.4 A compact \-regular set A  is a piecewise isometric attractor if and 
only if  A  is quasi-invariant and there exists a set Af D A  such that T{Af) C Af and 
A  D o3'"(V).
proof; Let A be a A-regular quasi-invariant set. Prom proof of Proposition 2.1 we 
know that I  — n^QT'^(A) is such that X{A\I) = 0. Since A  C  Af it follows that 
I  C (Af). Furthermore, using the fact that (W) C A and A(A\7) =  0
we conclude that,
,A = n«o2”*(V)UZ, 
where A(Z) =  0. Minimality of A follows from Lemma 2.3.
The converse follows trivially from the fact that every piecewise isometric attractor is 
quasi-invariant as explained in paragraph two of Section 2.2. ■
2.4 A  new  exam ple: th e  double-cone A ttractor
2 .4 .1  D escr ip tio n  o f  n ew  exam p le
In this section we present a countable family of Goetz maps that possess piecewise 
isometric attractors which are, in fact, global attractors, i.e., all initial conditions 
have their w-limit sets contained in the attractor. Let Cq ~  {—s\n6, —cos0) and 
Cl — (sin^,cos0), where 9 g]0, tt/2] is the common angle of rotation. Let Tq : —)■ E^
be the Goetz map defined as follows,
^  J  R'o('2^ ) =  A q{z — Cq)  4- Co if a; < 0
^  =  Aff{z — Cl) -|- Cl if æ > 0
f  cos9 sin^ \  where Ag = \ and x =  {x,y) e
y —s\n9 cos6 j
We note that V  — {z : rr =  0} and that RoiV) and Ri{V)  are tangent to D\ and
D q, respectively, where R,; =  Rsin6i(C%), i =  0,1, by the following argument. The angle
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P in Figure 2.2(a) is such that cot/? — qos9 /s\ v\6 — coX9 which implies that 9 = P for 
9 g]0, 7t/2]. This means that j  + 9 = tt/2 which is the same as saying that both R q{V)
and Ri{V)  are paiallel to the segment CqCi . Since Dq and Di have equal length of 
ray we may conclude that jRo(Î^) &ad are tangent to D\ and D q.
a
—sin0
(b)
Figure 2.2: (a ) Illustration for 9 — p and Rq{V)  tangent to Di\ (b ) Geometric shape of yl4 for 
9 =  7r/4.
We now describe how the attractor is defined. Any cell with coding w — WQ...Wn--- 
can be written as
Rw — Rwo Ft RyjQ (- î^üi) F t... Fl (-^n) F ...
Moreover, if ^ — pyr/g (p and q are coprime) then =  Id if p is even or R^^ =  Id when 
p is odd, which implies that for any n  6 N, R q ^  — R,q for some /c G N. Consequently, 
the period one cell K q  w ith constant coding 0 can be written as a finite intersection, 
i.e.,
K q  — PqC] Rq{Pq)  Fl... n  i?o~^(Po) where r  is either q or 2g.
Since the boundary of each set of the form i?.o(Fo) is a line, we conclude that the 
boundary of K q  is made of a finite number of segments of lines, that is, K q  is a r- 
polygon. Furthermore, since these lines are obtained by one rotation only, we may 
conclude that K q  is indeed a regular r-polygon. (Note that the same applies to /Fi.)
For angles of the form {jr/n : n  > 2} we define An  to be the region delimited by the 
lower boundary of K q  (which is a 2n-polygon), the upper boundary of K i  (which is
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also a 2n-polygon), and the segments «So (c  Po(D)) and «Si (C Ri{V))  as described 
schematically in Figure 2.2(b) for 6 =  t t /4  (all other cases are analogous). We remark 
that when n  =  2, .4.2 is a rectangle.
We give some pictures of An  in Figure 2.3 and its cellular decomposition in Figure 2.4, 
for n  =  2,3,4,5. It tm ns out that for n =  2 the attractor degenerates into the union 
of two period-one cells and in the case of 4.3 the dynamics reduces to a polygonal 
interchange with two period-one and two period-two cells. This shows that, although 
for most examples of “polygonal” attractors the dynamics is quite complex, there can 
exist settings in which the iteration process reduces to rather trivial exchanges of a 
finite number of polygons.
2 .4 .2  T h e  d ou b le-con e is a g lob al a ttractor
P ro p o s itio n  2.5 For 9 = 7r/n, n > 2, the following assertions hold: ^
(i) An is a compact X-regular quasi-invariant set;
{ii) There exists a set Af D 4 ,î such that, Te{Af) C Af and Tg^{Af) C An for some 
Pe G N;
{iii) The orbit of every point x  G will eventually fall in Af.
Therefore, An is a global piecewise isometric attractor.
proof; Given two lines L q and we denote by /.{Lq, L i ) the smallest angle at the 
intersection point. Let L  be the common tangent line as in Figure 2.5.
It can be easily deduced from Figure 2.5 that a = 9, simply because their baselines are 
perpendicular. Therefore, we may conclude that k!(i?o(«Si),«S’i) =  / .{R i {Sq), S q) =  9. It 
can also be concluded from what was explained in Figure 2.2(a), that p = Z(«Sq, V) — 9 
in Figure 2.5. By symmetry we can show that k^(L, «So) — Z(L, «Si) =  /(«Sq,T>) — 9. 
Consequently, we must have that L = R i {Sq) = R.q{S\). This shows that R q{Aq) and 
i?,i (4 i) intersect only along L which is a zero measme set and thus 4  is a quasi-invariant 
set.
We now see how to build a set Af for which the attractor An described previously can
be seen as the closure of the local maximal invariant set. Moreover, it is possible to 
^For other values of 0 <  t t /2  the attractor has a more complicated topological structure which we 
were unable to describe (see Section 2.4.4).
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# m m # g
I » '
Figure 2.3: Pictures of attractors for n — 2 ,3 ,4 , 5. Simulations were obtained by iterating a uniformly 
distributed set of initial conditions in a sufficiently large box containing the attractor. The first 1000 
iterates were removed from a total of 5000 iterates.
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0
/  \  
h h .  /
/  \  
\  /
/  y
Figure 2.4: The cell decomposition inside the double-cone attractor for n  =  2 ,3 ,4,5 . Pictures were 
obtained by iterating points inside the exceptional set and removing their transients.
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Figure 2.5: L = Ri{So) = Ro{Si).
show that all initial conditions fall in Af and consequently, the quasi-invariant set is 
actually a global attractor.
The set described in Figure 2.6(a) provides a form for obtaining the quasi-invariant set 
An  defined in Figure 2.2(b). The neighbourhood Af is the union of two “truncated” 
discs Afo and Afi centred at Cq and Ci respectively. The radius is determined by the 
intersection of B.i{V) with V  itself. Since Afi is centred in Q , Tg{Afi) will also be 
centred in Q  therefore Tg{Afi) Cl Pi C Afi. Moreover, since the boundary of Afi contains 
a segment of î>, the boundary of Tg{Afi) will contain one segment of Ri{V). This means 
that T(9(A/o) n P i  (resp. 2g(Wi) n ffi) is contained in A  hence T{Af) C Af. Furthermore, 
it is clear that for all n e N ,  R f{V)  contains one edge of Ki. Thus, after a finite number 
of iterations po, depending on the number of edges of Ki, we have =  i? i(P )
(resp. R^^{V) — R q{V)). Consequently, T^[A f)  C An. It follows from this discussion 
that the boundary of An is made of segments of lines and thus. An  is a /^-regular set.
It remains to prove that Af is an attracting neighbourhood. For any point x e 
define and x~  to be the intersection points of the circumference that contains x  
with V  as in Figure 2.6(b). We remark that, under this definition, Af can be written 
as {p G : \p' \^ < a}, where a is given by the intersection of V  with Ri{V).  Let 
h = cos9 < a and consider the following map,
p l ip  e  [-6, b] 
f{p) = < 2b — p i îp  > b 
—2b — p if p < —b
Note that if |z| < |yj then \f{x)\ < l/(p)| for jæ| > 26. The map defined above was
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(a) (b)
boim daiy of # -
— Q,
boundary of J\f
Figure 2.6: (a) Description of the set AT; (b) Geometrical definition of and x .
chosen in such a way that f{x )  = for all points x  contained in I ) \[—6,6] (this 
notation follows provided that V  is identified with M in the natural way).
Computing successive iterations under /  of intervals of the form [kb, {k + 2)6] and 
[(— — 2)6, —kb] for positive integer k, we conclude that in a finite time all those 
intervals will fall in [—6,6]. This implies that for any x  6 'D\[—b, 6] there is some n € N 
such that, f^ { x )  E [—6,6].
Let X E be such that æ""" > 26. Otherwise, we would have |/(æ+)| < 6, which would 
imply that x'^ E A/*. Let Z q and Z \  be circles centred in Co and C i ,  supporting the 
orbit of X and æ'*' respectively, as defined in Figure 2.7. Note that x  is such that T{x) 
crosses over to Pi- We first note that Z q and Zi cannot be tangent at x'^ since this 
would imply that T> would be the line connecting both centres. Therefore, Zq and Zi 
have transversal intersection at
Since æ’*’ is closer to Ci than to Co we conclude that the radius of Zo is larger than 
that of Zi and therefore its curvature is smaller which in turn implies that, following 
the direction of the dynamics, Zo is entering the interior of Z\ (see Figure 2.7).
Let y be the other intersection point between Zo and Z\ besides x~^ . (Note that y must 
be the image of x~^  by the reflection p on the line that connects both centres.) We note 
that T{x) cannot cross beyond R q{T>) which implies that T{x) is in the interior of Zi 
and so T(æ)~ < æ"'’. Applying a symmetry argument, all may be analogously derived for 
points such that x~^  < —26. Therefore, in general we have jT(a;)“ | < Icr+I whenever x 
and T{x) belong to different atoms. Thus, by monotonicity of j/j, |/( r (æ )" ) l < j/(.'E+)|.
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Fixp
F ig u r e  2 .7: Geometrical sketch of the inequality \T{x) | <
M o reo v er , \ f { T { x )  ) | =  |T (a ;)+ | w h ic h  im p lie s  th a t  |T(æ)"'"| <  | / ( æ + ) |  ( ^ ) .
W e n o te  th a t  i f  T ”'(æ) a n d  b e lo n g  to  th e  sa m e  a to m  th e n
L e t {A.'n}7iGN (w ith  /cq =  0) b e  th e  se q u e n c e  o f  in teg ers  for w h ic h  th e  o r b it  o f  x  sw itc h e s  
fr o m  o n e  a to m  to  a n o th e r , i .e . ,  T ^ ” (æ) G P i  a n d  ^  P i .  A p p ly in g  ( ^ )  w e  c a n
s t a t e  t h a t  |T ^ " (a ;)+ | <  | / ( T ^ " “ ^ (rc)+ )| a n d  th a t  . W e
th e n  n o te  th a t ,  for  ev ery  in te g e r  k ^ - i  <  I <  A:,,., T^(.'e)+ — In  p a r t ic u la r , for
I ~  kn — I ^  w e  d er iv e  th e  fo llo w in g .
B y  p r o p e r ty  (►$<), <  | / (T * " ’-2 ~ ^ (.'c )+ )| a n d  th ere fo re , j <
jj3^j./sn -2-i^3;^+^  j _  j T Jiis a rg u m en t sh o w s th a t  for  e v e r y  in te g e r
r  <  kny th e  fo llo w in g  in e q u a lity  h o ld s ,
+ <
T a k in g  r  — n  w e  c o n c lu d e  th a t  <  | / ” (a;+)j. S in c e , for  ev e r y  x  £  th e r e
e x is t s  a n  n  e  N  su c h  th a t  / ” (a:+) G [—6, 5], i t  fo llo w s  th a t  for  c o r r e sp o n d in g  kn ,  
T^"'(.'£)■*■ G [—6 ,6 ]. A ll  p o in t s  p  G for w h ic h  p +  G [—6,6] m u s t  lie  in  A7, b e c a u s e  
|p + | <  b <  a .  T h e r e fo r e , w e  c o n c lu d e  th a t  th e r e  e x is t s  a  su f f ic ie n tly  la r g e  n  su c h  th a t  
G W . ■
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2 .4 .3  C onjugacy w ith  th e  O verflow  O scilla tion  m ap
One important family of maps used to model second order lossless digital filters with 
“twos complement” arithmetic is obtained by conjugacy with piecewise rotations via 
a linear homeomorphism. More precisely, for a g] — 2 ,2[ let f^ ; [—1, Ip -^  [-1 , Ip  be 
such that for each (x^y) G [—l , l p ,
(m od L) ,f(z( )^ y) — A[(i
where L is the lattice spanned by the vectors (2,0) and (0,2) and translated by (1,1) so 
that a fundamental domain P  is centred at the origin. Equivalently, P  can be written 
as the set {(æ,y) G : (x,y) — Aiei +  AgGg; Ai, A2 G [—1, Ip}  where ei and eg are the 
canonical vectors. Consider the following matrix,
/  1 — COSÛ 
y 0 sin0
where a = 2cos0 (this is possible since a g] — 2 ,2[). The conjugated element of Ma by 
H  is the matrix,
I cos9 slnORd = y —sin^ cos9
which represents a rotation by angle 9 around the origin. Thus, fg, is conjugated to 
the map T  : H{P)  -4- H{P) defined by T{p) — Rg{p) (mod L') where L' is the lattice 
spanned by H{ei) ~  e± and iî(e 2) =  (—cos0,sin0) with fundamental domain H{P) = 
{{x ,y) G : {x,y) — Aiei+A2(-cos6>,sin6>); Ai, A2 G [ - l , l p }  which defines a rhombus. 
In Figure 2.8 we depict a geometric interpretation of what was described. We note that 
we shall only be dealing with values of 9 less than t t / 2.
However, we will use a slightly altered version of the rotation B.q on the rhombus 
H[P). It is evident that if we rotate the rhombus around the origin, the map will 
not undergo any change as long as the identification by the new lattice is respected. 
Therefore, we can consider that the original map Rg is actually defined on the rhombus 
Q = {(.TjP) G ; (x^y) = Ai(sin0,cos0) +  A262; Ai, A2 G [—1, Ip}  which is a clockwise 
rotation by 7 t/2  of the original one.
Finally, we consider a translation hy u — (—sin^, —cos6) which yields the following map,
T*{p) =  Rg(p ~ u ) P u  (m od L*) ,
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Figure 2.8: The transformation H  maps the unit square onto a rhombus.
where L* is the lattice generated by The procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.9(a).
More precisely, let R q{p ) = R.q{p — u) + u. Then, we can write,
' R l ( p ) i î R l { p ) e g  +  u 
T ’ (p) =  < R^ip) +  if R ‘{p) € 0 '‘f
~  ^ ^down
(We note that 2u is one of the vectors that span the lattice L*.)
X
w = 2u w = 2u
F ig u r e  2.9: The rhombus map T*. The regions O"'' and Odown correspond to the intersection of the 
dashed rhombus with the complement of the solid one and they represent the regions where the map 
produces “overflow”.
We now build a piecewise isometric conjugation between the map restricted to the 
attractor that has been described previously, and T*.
P ro p o sitio n  2.6 Given 6 = 7r/n, n > 2, we have T*g = gT, where g is a piecewise 
isometry and T  is a restriction of the map Tq .
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T{z) =
proof: We consider the following restriction of the map Tg on An,
+  "ii) — if % E 
Rg . (z — u) u  if z  E Aq 
where A{ — An  fi i =  0,1. Consider the map defined as follows,
z  if z  E Aq 
z  -\-w if z  E A i \K i
where w ~  2u. The reason why we do not allow both T and g to be defined in K i  is the 
fact that T* has only one fixed point whereas the original Tg has two. Prom Figure 2.10, 
the fact that ^  = 9 can be straightforwardly concluded as they have perpendicular 
baselines. Furthermore, Cq — Ci — (—sin^, —cos0) — (sin0,cos0) =  —2(sin0, cos0) — w. 
This shows that g(Ai.) is actually the rhombus of T* (compare Figures 2.9 and 2.10).
s(^)
w
Figure 2.10: Sliding A i to produce a rhombus which is the same as in Figure 2.9 .
Finally to prove that T*g =  gT distinct cases must be considered separately. Suppose 
that z E A q and T{z) E A q. Then,
gT{z) = g{Rg{p - û ) + ü )  = Rg{p) and 
T*g(%) = T%%) = Pg(p) .
Assume now that z E A q and T{z) E Ai.  Then,
gT{z) = g{Rg{p -u ) - \ - u )  = R*g{p) +  w and,
T*g{z) = T*{z) =  Rg{p) -b 2u, since z  causes overflow (see Figure 2.9).
All other cases follow analogously. ■
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2 .4 .4  P ertu rb in g  th e  d ou b le-con e a ttractor
In this section we give numerical illustrations showing that small perturbations of the 
double-cone attractor still possess a global attractor. However, the geometry of the 
resulting attractor has a more complicated structure.
We will study two simple ways of perturbing the double-cone attractor. Firstly, we 
consider maps for which the tangency of both Ro{V) and Ri{V)  with K\ and K q 
respectively, is destroyed by adding a small & > 0 to the original angle 6 = 7r/n, while 
the centres of rotation are kept according to those in Tg (Example A). Secondly, we 
allow 6 to vary close to the values where the double-cone attractor is defined as in 
Proposition 2.5 for the same map Tg (Example B).
E xam ple A. Here we show some perturbations obtained from the double-cone map by 
adding a small e > 0 to the angle of rotation, that is, the perturbed map Tq is defined
by
T L z  =
R q{z ) — Ag_|_E(z — Cq) -|- Cq if  a: <  0 
(z) =  Ag_|_g(z — C l) -f- Cl if X > 0
cos9  sin0where, 2: = ( x ,  y )  G  M  ,  Ag =  ( j ,  Co =  (-s in0 , -cos0) and Ci =  —C q .
—s\r\0 cosO
Figure 2.11: Perturbations of the double-cone attractor map with e = 0.05 for 6 = tt/4  (left) 9 = tt/5  
(centre) 0 =  tt/6 (right).
E xam ple B. In this case we take Tq as defined in Section 2.4.1 allowing 9 to take 
values different from those in Proposition 2.5.
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Figure 2.12: Global attractors for 6 = n /n  +  e where e = 0.06 and n =  4 (left), n — 5 (centre) and 
n =  6 (right).
2.5 A ppendix: th e M axim al Invariant set
Let f : Ai ^  Ai be a discrete dynamical system on a manifold Ai. We shall discuss 
some generalities on the Maximal Invariant set, 371, which is defined as follows.
D efin ition  2.5 The Maximal Invariant Set, 371, is the smallest set containing all 
sets A such that f(A) =  A.
Note that 371 exists by Zorn’s Lemma. It is important to note that if one considers the 
invariance condition on A  to be either f(A) C A or both f(A) C A and f“ H ^) C A 
then Ai is always the maximal invariant set. However, the question is not trivial if we 
impose the condition: f(A) =  A.
Let H : P(A i) -4- P(A i) be an application on the subsets of Ai, that assigns to each set 
A G P(A i) the following other set this appendix we will establish that
under a certain condition H(Ai) =  371. However, in Figure 2.13 we show an example 
for which H(Ai) contains 371 strictly.
Figure 2.13: Arrows indicate the dynamics of the map. Note that the interval [1, 2[ has preimages 
of all order but it is not contained in the maximal invariant set, which is [0 ,1[.
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We also define the following collection of sets. Let A4q =  M ,  M n  = II(A4n-i) and take 
•Adoo =  n^gAdn,. Note that f(A4n) C M n  and thus, Mn+i C Mn- More importantly, 
notice that 971 C M n  for all n  6 N.
We say that x = where, A= {1, for n G N, or A =  N, is a backward
chain under the map f of x  if xq — x and x_^ G f(.x_fc_i). The length of a chain, |xj, 
is the cardinality of A. If A =  N then |x| =  oo and therefore, x admits an infinite 
backward chain.
The concept of backward chain can be used to characterize 371 and moreover, it allows 
us to show that, for a general class of maps which includes homeomorphisms, II(Af) is 
really the maximal invariant set.
L em m a 2.7 371 =  {x G A4 : x admits an infinite backward chain}.
proof: Firstly, if x  belongs to some invariant set I  then there exists a x_ i G I  such 
that f(x_ i) — X since fjj is surjective and by the same argument there also exists a 
preimage x_2, of x_ i, etc...
Let E =  {x G A4 : .X admits an infinite backward chain}. It suffices to show that I is an 
invariant set. Since any infinite backward chain x can be extended forwards by adding 
f(xo) we conclude that f(I) C I. Finally, for every x G E take y =  x_ i. It follows that, y 
also admits an infinite backward chain ÿ = {x_„}îi>2 and therefore y G E which shows 
that fji is surjective. ■
We say that f is finite-to-one if for every x G A4, the cardinality of the set f~^(x) is 
finite.
P rop osition  2.8 I f  for some n  G N, is finite-to-one then Mn+i is the maximal 
invariant set. In particular, i f f  is finite-to-one then II(A4) — 371.
proof: This observation follows trivially from the fact that every point x G A4n+i has 
backward chains of every length in A4„ since x G f^(A4„) for all A: G N. Therefore, there 
exists an infinite number of backward chains. Let xq =  x. Since f is finite-to-one, 
we know that there exist an infinite number of backward chains ^  =  {x&}& that must 
agree for k — —1. Take x_ i =  x!}j =  ... =  x^T\ =
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At each stage s we have only a finite number of preimages and therefore the above 
argument always applies and can always be found. Since we always have left an 
infinite number of backward chains with unbounded set of lengths, we may conclude 
that this procedure does not stop. Consequently, x = is an infinite backward
chain for x. M
The converse is not true, though, for we can modify the first example slightly, in such 
a way that n^gf"'(A4) is the maximal invariant set and yet f remains infinite-to-one.
R em ark  2.4 Given n G N, if  M-n+i — M n  then M n  ~  371. Otherwise, ts
infinite-to-one.
If Mn-hi = M n  then M n  = U{Mn) C  f(A47i), by definition of II. Thus, =
M n  and M n  C 371. Otherwise, 371 ^  M n  and f|A4„_i must be infinite-to-one from 
Proposition 2.8. □
We now construct an example where A4oo =  371 and for any n G N, M n  is not the 
maximal invariant set. Consider the following construction.
Il
Figure 2.14: Take a sequence of strictly decreasing numbers in the unit interval [0,1].
We divide each interval of the form and define the action of f  sim ilaily to that shown in
Figure 2.13 for the interval [1, oo[. We then define, for every n  G N, f(In) =  [a ,i+ i,a„[, where In is the 
hoineomorphic copy of [1,2[ in Figure 2.13 within [a„+i,an[. Finally, let f(0) =  0 and f ( l )  =  0.
In Figure 2.14 we show an example of a map such that is infinite-to-one for every 
n G N. For this example, it follows that M n  — [0, aH[U/n and, more importantly, that
Tt  =  n “  o X -  =  {0}-
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Chapter 3
Recurrence, R ational Cells and  
Periodic Points
(The majority of the material in this chapter is included in [33].)
For bounded phase spaces, the existence of periodic points is equivalent to the existence 
of rational cells when the partition is convex (see Goetz [1996]). Proposition 3.1 pro­
vides an analogous statement for unbounded spaces. Goetz [1996] has also shown that 
positive measure cells in compact spaces must have rational coding. His arguments 
used recurrence and compactness and made no use of the Euclidean group structure 
of isometries. Gonversely, Proposition 3.2 shows that for certain piecewise isometric 
systems in unbounded Euclidean spaces of even dimension every orbit escaping to infin­
ity must be irrationally coded. If n is odd, the canonical representation of elements in 
SE(n) imphes that typically, rationally coded points will have unbounded orbit (Propo­
sition 3.3). In particular, a typical orientation-preserving piecewise isometry does not 
possess periodic points.
Finally, we generalise the stability result for periodic points stated in Goetz [1996] in 
Proposition 3.4 although we do not consider any perturbation of the original partition. 
The analogous statement though only hold for spaces of even dimension.
This chapter is organised in the following manner. All results mentioned in the previous 
paragraphs are included from Section 3.3 onwards. Preliminary Sections 3.1 and 3.2 
include some remarks on the algebraic structure of the Euclidean group and recurrence 
properties of its elements.
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3.1 T he structure o f th e  Euclidean group
The Euclidean group E(n) is the group of all isometries of E” , that is, the set of all
maps T  : preserving Euclidean distance, equipped w ith the usual composition
of maps as the group operation. We may identify an element T  € E(n) w ith a pair 
(A, x) where A 6 0 (n ) (recall that 0 (n ) =  {A G GL(n,E) : AA* =  Id}) and v G 
We will always consider 0{n)  to have its standard matrix representation acting on E" 
and denote the standard action of a matrix A G 0 (n ) on a vector v G E"', by v A.v. 
The action of T  on x G E" is then given by T.x = A.x +  v .
The group 0(ri) includes both orientation reversing (det(A) =  — 1) and orientation 
preserving (det(A) — 1) transformations. Its subgroup SO(n) C 0 (n ) consists of 
orientation preserving transformations, defined by SO(?i) {A G 0 (n ) : det(A) ~  1}. 
The Special Euclidean group SE(n) is the semidirect product of SO(ti) and E”‘.
For every element A of 0 (n ) there is an orthonormal basis B = {b\ , . . .  , 6„} for which 
A can be orthogonally diagonalised. If n  is even this implies that
/ jB i  0 "  0 \
0 b 2 •:A =
where
Bi =
0
cosOi sin^î 
—sin& COS&
0 
0
with 9i G [0, 27t), or
(3.1)
If n  is odd, B can be chosen so that,
A O ,A =  I where A G 0 (n  — 1) .
0 i l
(3.2)
(See Mishina [1965] for more details on the canonical form of matrices in 0 (n ).)
Denote by h the usual left and right invariant Haar measure on 0 (n )(S 0 (n ))  and let A 
be the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure on E” . It can easily be checked that h x A is a 
right and left invariant Haai' measure on E(?i)(SE(n)). When we refer to a full measure
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set we mean a set whose complement has zero measure, where the measure we refer 
to will be clear from context. Similarly we say that almost every (a.e.) element T G 
E(n)(SE(n)) satisfies a condition ((>) if the h x A-measme of elements g G E(n)(SE(n)) 
not satisfying condition (0) is zero. This notion can be extended to E(n) x .^. x E(n), 
m  G N, by considering the product measure {h x A)"^  {h x A) x JV-. x {h x A). 
The groups SO(îi), 0 (n ), SE(n) and E(n) are equipped with their usual Lie group 
topologies.
Finally, for a given square matrix A G M (n), we will use the norm
II^ IIMW = 'MÂÂF) = ■ (3.3)
N o tes: (i) The norm ||-||]v[(„) actually corresponds to the Euclidean metric on if
we notice that M (n) can be identified w ith E”^.
(m) For every element R  G 0 (n ), — ^/n.
3.2 R ecurrence in E(n)
We will say that a point x  is recurrent if w(x) ^  0. For any map in general, the orbit of a 
recurrent point may be unbounded and recurrent points may coexist w ith nonrecurrent 
ones. Due to the rigid structure of isometries, these situations can be disregarded in the 
context of isometric maps and therefore we can classify elements of E(n) as being either 
recurrent or nonrecurrent. In this section, we present some observations concerning 
isometries in E" leading to their classification in terms of recurrence properties.
Given an isometry T  = R -\-v  and any x G E"’, the iterate of x under T  is
r ” (x) =  RJ\x  +  +  . . .  +  X . (3.4)
Since 0 (n ) is a compact group we can draw from (3.4) the conclusion that the bound­
edness of the orbit of x depends not on x but on the sum T,n -f . . .  -fu. This
means that if limsup,i_).oo |S„.| < oo then every point has bounded orbit; whereas if S„, 
diverges then every orbit is unbounded.
R e m a rk  3.1 I f  x is recurrent then 0{y) is compact for all y G E"".
This leads naturally to the following definition.
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D efin ition  3.1 Given an isometry T  G E(n) we say that T  is recurrent if there exists 
a recurrent point under T . Otherwise, T  is called a nonrecurrent isometry.
3.2 .1  R ecu rren t Isom etr ies
We now establish some equivalent criteria of recurrence in E(n). For a given set A, let 
us denote by conv(A) the smallest convex set containing A.
R em ark  3.2 The following statements are equivalent for a given isometry T  = {R ,v): 
{i) T  is recurrent;
{ii) T  has at least one fixed point;
[iii) {v, F\xR) — 0;
(%x) T =  tR t ~^ for some translation t .
Given a recurrent isometry T  we know that there exists a recurrent point x. By 
Remark 3.1 we conclude that G conv(0(x)) is a bounded convex set. Since 0{x)  is 
a T-invariant set it follows by Lemma 3.6 that C  is also a T-invariant set. Therefore, 
by a lemma in Poggiaspalla [2000]  ^ it results trivially that the centre of mass of C is a 
fixed point for T  hence {i) implies (n).
Suppose there exists p G such that T.p — p which implies that {Id — R).p = v . If 
det(ld — R) ^  0 then R  has no eigenvalue 1 and therefore FixR =  {0} which trivially 
implies that {v, FixR) =  0. If det(id — R) — 0 then R  has an eigenvalue 1 of multiplicity 
at least one. Let {A i,. . .  , An} be the set of eigenvalues corresponding to the eigenvectors 
{h i,. . .  , bn} and suppose \ j .  =  1 for « =  1 ,.. .  , k and some k < n. If B — {bi, . . .  , &„.} is 
the basis in which R. is written in canonical form, then FixR is the vector space spanned 
by b j i , . .. , bj^ , and the entries of the matrix Id — R corresponding to these vectors are 
null. Therefore, in order that a solution X  to the equation (Id — R ).X  — v exists, the 
ji coordinates of v must be null as well. This is the same as saying that {v, FixR) =  0. 
This proves that {Hi) results from {ii).
^L em m a {Poggiaspalla, 2000) T f T  : R" -4  R" is an isometry and I  a bounded and invariant set, 
then its centre of mass is a fixed point for T .”
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Assume that (i), FixR) =  0. Following a similar argument to the one presented previ­
ously, we can take u satisfying (Id -  R).u = v and let r.x ~ x - \-u .  Therefore,
tR t ~^.x = tR.{x — u)
= R.{x — u) + u  
— R .x + { \d ~ R ).u  
= R .x  -F V .
which proves that {in) implies (fo).
Finally, suppose that T  =  tR t ~^ for some translation r.x  =  x -F u. Consequently, 
T.u ~  t R t ~^.u = tR.O =  r.O =  u and so u  is a fixed point of T  and hence recurrent. 
Therefore, {i) follows from {iv). □
3 .2 .2  N onrecu rren t Isom etr ies
R em ark  3.3 An isometry T  — R  + v is nonrecurrent if and only if there exists an 
affine set V  with dim(F) > 1 such that Tjy is a translation. Furthermore, the following 
diagram commutes,
E" - A  E"'
projy I  4. projy 
V  - ^ V
where projy is the natural projection map defined by V and t := T]y.
Assertion {in) in Remark 3.2 implies that if T  is nonrecurrent then dim(FixR) > 1. 
Furthermore, v can be decomposed as u =  ü +  u-*- where v G Fixi?., u-*- G (Fixi?,)- .^ Since 
(u-*-, FixR) =  0 we can find a vector u such that (Id — R)u  — v^. Define V  — FixR -F u 
and take x G F  written as x =  x' -F u for some x' G FixR. Thus,
T.x — R .{ x '+ u) + V
— R.x “F R.u  +1) “F (Id — R).u
— x' -\-v -\-u 
=  X - F Ü .
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Let t.x  = x p v  for all x  G V  and consider the projection map defined by V, pro]y : ->
V. This map is well defined since V is a closed convex set (see Webster [1994]). Every 
Euclidean isometry preserves orthogonality, that is, if {v,w) = 0 then {Tv,Tw) ~  0. 
Let y =  projyx. By definition of projy we know that {x — y ,t.y  — y) = 0 since t.y G V. 
Therefore, {T.x — t.y ,t^ .y  — t.y) = 0 which implies that T.x — t.y G V-^ and therefore, 
t.y = projyT.x . □
3 .2 .3  C lassification  and  gen er ic ity  according to  recurrence
Our remarks lead essentially to the following cases:
Class I: SE(n), n even and E (n)\SE (n), n  odd^. If all 6*^ 7  ^0 in the canonical repre­
sentation of R  (as shown in (3.1) and (3.2)) then dim(FixR) =  0 and T  is recurrent. 
Otherwise, dim(FixR) > 2 and T  is recurrent if and only if (u, FixR) — 0.
Class II: SE(n), n  odd or E (n)\SE (u), n  even. In this case dim(FixR) > 1 and thus, 
T  is recurrent if and only if (u, FixR) — 0.
This classification has great influence on our results in the sense that odd and even 
dimensions yield different outcomes. Moreover, we cannot expect to generalise results 
to the whole of E(n) for an arbitrary dimension n  since SE(n) and E (n)\S E (n) fall 
in different categories. Note also that SE(n) < E(n) whereas if R G E (n)\S E (n) then 
R2 g SE(n).
R em ark 3.4 There is an open dense set of recurrent isometries in Class I whereas a 
set of full measure in Class I I  is made of nonrecurrent isometries.
Let 0(T) =  det(ld—R) and Z  = ^"^(0). Since is a polynomial map on the entries 
of R we conclude that Z  is a closed algebraic variety which must be of codimension at 
least 1 since Z  /  SE(n), n  even (^  E (n)\SE (n) n  odd, resp.). Hence the complement 
of Z  is an open dense set for which (u, FixR) — 0.
Let Z  = {T  Ç: SE(n), n  odd (E (n)\SE(n), n  even, resp.): (u, FixR) =  0}. Thus, by 
definition of product measure,
hx A(%) = /  A(ZR)dhJ z
^Since detA =  — 1 and n  is odd there must exist an even number of occurrences of the eigenvalue 1 
(this number could be zero).
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where Z r  =  {u G M” : R + v  e Z}  and Z  is either SO(n) when n  is odd or 0 (n ) \S 0 (n )  
for n  even. Obviously, R  + v E Z  if and only if {v, FixR) =  0 which is equivalent to u G 
FixR-^ . Since dim(FixR) > 1 we have that dim(FixR-*-) < n — 1. Hence, X{Zr) = 0 and 
therefore, h x X{Z) =  0. □
3.3 E xistence o f P eriodic Points
The existence of periodic points has firstly been related with rational cells in the work 
of Goetz [1996] by the following proposition.
Proposition {Goetz, 1996) “Let T  be a piecewise isometry acting on the bounded 
space X  with convex partition R. Then in the space X ,  there exist points w ith rational 
codes if and only if there are periodic points.”
We generalise this result to the context of unbounded spaces. The following notation 
will be used throughout: given a word w := w i .. .Wk we denote by the return map 
o . . .  o on the periodic cell Ky, w ith coding w =  ww . . . .
P roposition 3.1 I f  V  is a convex partition then there exist recurrent points with ra­
tional codings if and only if there exist periodic points.
proof: If a periodic point exists then it is recurrent and has rational coding. Conversely, 
given a recurrent point x with rational coding, let Kyj be the cell w ith the same coding 
as X .  W ithout loss of generality, we can assume that w is periodic. Let 
denote the return map induced by K w  We consider Ty, as an element of the Euclidean 
group defined in the whole space A4.
Given an invariant set I , we conclude by Lemma 3.6 that conv(J) is a convex set which 
is also invariant under T. Consequently, J  =  conv(U ^_^T^ (^)) is a bounded (by 
Remark 3.1), convex and Tiy-invariant set.
It now follows that the centre of mass of J, C j, is well defined and it is a fixed point for 
T^} again by a lemma in Poggiaspalla [2000] (see Footnote 1). Prom a result in Webster 
[1994] we can also state that C j can be written as a convex combination of a finite 
number of points of U ^_ ^ T ^ (x ). Furthermore, these points can be taken in C ^ qT^{x ) 
simply by iterating under Tw if necessary which shows that C j E conv(U^QT,^(x)).
This implies that C j E and hence C j is a periodic point for T. ■
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The existence of rational points alone does not imply the existence of periodic points, 
for if the return map of a rational cell is nonrecurrent, it is the case that no periodic 
points exist in that cell. A simple example of this is given by a piecewise isometry 
defined on a partition of M into Pq := {x : x < 0} and P i : = { x : x > 0 }  and given by
[ -X  -  1 if X G Pi T.x {
 ^ —X -F 2 if X G Pq
Note that T^(Pi) C Pi and the return map to P i is given by Tn..x =  x +  3 which 
is a translation and thus, every point in Pi is rationally coded, and yet there are no 
periodic points. Therefore, it is not sufficient to assume that the coding is rational to 
obtain periodic points.
3.4 E ven dim ensions
In certain settings, the fact that an orbit is unbounded implies that it is irrationally 
coded. Namely, given a piecewise isometry defined by the set of induced isometries 
we say that the set is incommensurate if FixP^y — {0} for every
finite word w in the alphabet {0 ,... , m — 1}.
P ro p o sitio n  3.2 Suppose n is even, T  G SE(P) and the rotations {Pdi^o^ defining 
T  are incommensurate. Then every unbounded orbit is irrationally coded. Furthermore, 
for almost every T  G SE(P) the corresponding set of rotations {P d^o^  defining T  are 
incommensurate.
proof: Suppose x is rationally coded with preperiodic part s and periodic part u =  
u\U2 . • .Up. Take Ku to be the periodic cell corresponding to u and consider the return 
map Tu — Tup . . .  Tu^. Since the linear part of Tu is Ru — Rup • • • Rui and by assumption 
F\xRu = {0} we can conclude that {v, FixP^ )^ =  0 independently of the vector part, v, 
of Tu- This implies that Tu is a recurrent isometry and hence x must have bounded 
orbit by remarks in Section 3.2.
Fix a word w of length I, say, and let Zyj := {É. G SO(n)"’' ; FixPy, ^  {0}} where
^  =  (P o ,. . .  ,R m - i) . Since FixP^y ^  {0} there must exist a vector t  ^  0 such that
(Ru) — ld).t =  0 which implies that det(Piy — Id) == 0. Let f)u> • SO(n)"^ -4 R be the
analytic function defined by f)u){Ro, ■ • • , R m -i) = det(P^y — Id). Since n  is even and for
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almost every P  G SO(n) we have that 0«,(P,. . .  ,P ) =  det(P^ — id) 7^  0 the set Z^j is 
an algebraic subvariety of SO(n)”’' of zero h”^-measure.
The assertion follows now since the set of finite words is countable. ■
Note: In two dimensions, incommensurability is equivalent to there being no rational 
relations amongst the set {0j} of angles of rotation of the matrices {Pd- We 
have been unable to determine a simple criterion for incommensurability of the 
matrices { P d  in even dimension n  > 2.
Lack of incommensinability can generate rational cells w ith unbounded dynamics as 
we now describe in the following example. Let oo, > 0 be such that oq +  cei — 27t 
and Co — (a, 0), C i = (—6,0) where a ,b  >  0. Define the atoms of P  by P q {(x,y) G 
: X < 0} and Pi ;= {(x,y) G R  ^ : x > 0}. Consider now the piecewise rotation 
defined by
f  R ao'i^  ~~ ^ 0) 4- Co if % G uFb T.z := <
Pq.j ,{z — Cl) +  Cl if z G Pi
I cosai sinai \  where Pq,. =  ! for « =  0,1.
\  —  sincKi coscKi J
Theorem 2 in Goetz [1998a] implies that all orbits under T  are unbounded. In Figure 3.1 
we show a numerical simulation for a particular choice of parameters depicting the 
preimages of the discontinuity. The phase space decomposes into a finite number of 
unbounded cells each one of them settling, after a finite number of iterations, into a set 
of two period-two cells on which the return map is a translation.
3.5 Odd dim ensions
For the odd-dimensional case the following can be established.
Proposition 3.3 I f  n  is odd then a.e. piecewise isometry in SE(P) has no recurrent 
points with rational coding. In particular, a.e. piecewise isom.etry in SE(P) has no 
periodic points.
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— ' \ — ^
Pi
Co
Figure 3.1; a =  b — 1, ao =  10°, a i  =  350° ; (left) Points rotate until reaching one of the regions So 
or S i . Prom then on, points alternate between 5"o and Si  such that the time-two map is a translation, 
(right) 100 preimages of the discontinuity under T. W hite regions represent different rational cells.
proof; Suppose w — lu i. . .  is a word on the alphabet {0 ,... , m — 1}. The compo­
sition of isometries is of the form
(3.5)
where Uj is a sum of words on matrices of SO(n) or Uj = 0 depending on whether or not 
the element Tj appears in the word The last isometry applied, distinguishes 
Uwi as a sum of the identity matrix and the sum of products of matrices.
W ithout loss of generality, let us suppose that wi — 0. For every choice of matrices 
^  =  (Bo,. . .  ,R m - i)  let <pw{i) — detUo, where Uq is given by (3.5). Let Z^j ^>^^{0). 
For almost every matrix B € SO(n), 0^y(B,. . .  , B) 0 and therefore is an algebraic 
variety of codimension at least 1, which implies that h”^(Zyj) =  0.
Let iHeCto {T G SE(P) : is recurrent}. We now prove that (/?. x Xy^{'tRzCw) — 0.
R'om (3.5) we can write T,„ in the form (B^, Uq.vq-^u) where u By the definition
of product measure, it follows that,
(/i X A)""(mec^) =  /  /  A(DteC)d/i"' x
VsO(n)"i J(R»i)”>-l
where =  {uq G R" : = {Ru},Uq.vq +  u) G 91cCu,}. By remarks in Section 3.2
it follows that {R.y},Uo.vo +  u) G ÏRtCw if and only if (FixB^,, f/o.uo +  w) =  0 which is 
equivalent to saying that uo G C/^^((FixBu,)-*-—îp). Since n is odd, dim(FixB,o)-^ < n —1. 
Moreover, we can also state that Uq is typically invertible since Zyj has zero A^^-measure. 
Consequently, \{U q ^{{F\xR.u})^ — w)) = 0 since (FixB^;)'*' has zero A-measure and so 
A(iHec}[5’) =  0 which proves that {h x A)” (^93ecu,) =  0.
The assertion now follows since the set of words with finite length is countable. ■
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3,6 S tab ility  o f periodic points
First of all, we remark that, unlike Goetz [2001], we do not consider perturbations of 
the partition V. The main reason being that our results hold for unbounded spaces 
whereas results in Goetz [2001] are stated for compact sets. Moreover, if we perturb 
in the class of Goetz maps, for instance, it turns out that changing the atoms of the 
partition V  is equivalent to conjugating the induced isometries w ith a translation. This 
can be easily visualised since conjugating with a translation is equivalent to moving the 
centre of rotation.
In order to consider perturbations of piecewise isometries we have to define a metric 
on P W I{P ).
D efin ition  3.2 G ivenT ,T ' £ P W I(V ) whereT = andT ' =
we define the distance between them by
m—1 m—1
dist(T.T') = x; + E  II’'; -  "M(n)i=0 2=0
where ||.||g,, denotes the iisual Euclidean norm and l|.llM(n) given by (3.3).
The following result was obtained previously in two-dimensional compact spaces in 
Goetz [1996]. We present here the version for unbounded spaces w ith no perturbation 
of the original partition V.
P ro p o sitio n  3.4 Suppose T  G P W I{V ) possesses a periodic point p  with coding w 
such that det(ld — By;) ^  0. Then, p  is stable under perturbation o fT . More precisely, 
for every sufficiently small e > 0 there is a Ô > 0 so that for all perturbations T ' of T  
with dist(T ',T) < 6 there is a point p ' such that ||p — p'j| < e and p ' is periodic under 
T ' with coding w.
proof: We will divide the proof into two steps.
S tep  I. Choose > 0 so that for T ' satisfying dist(T, T') < di we have det(B]„ — Id) /  0 
which is possible since the composition T is continuous by Lemma 3.7 and the
determinant is also a continuous map and by assumption det(ld —B^) ^  0. This implies 
that T4 := B[  ^+  v!,„ has a unique fixed point given by p ' =  (Id — B 4)“ .^ujy.
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Let us take ^2 > 0 such that dist(T,T') < ^2 and
||(ld < e/2
where v„j is the vector part of Tw  This holds by continuity of <Pw{T') \= (Id — 
P-w)~^’i:Vxo -  v!uj) in a neighbourhood of T  and by noting that <^w(T) — 0.
Take 63 > 0 such that dist(T,T') < 63 and for V t^u(T') := (Id — Rw)~^ — (Id —
which also exists by continuity of if)^ and the fact that (T) — 0.
Let 5 min^ =:i_2,3{(^ 2} and T ' be such that dist(T, T') < 5. Thus,
I|p ~ p1Ir"^ ~ II(Id -  4(uw -  u4 + 4^) -  (Id -  B((,) 4u4||g$»
— ||VAü(Î  ^ ) ||]g7i
< e/2 +  e/2 =  e .
S tep  II . We now prove that Ô can be chosen so that the orbit of p ' is actually realised 
by all piecewise isometries T' E Bs{T). Let d be the distance between the orbit of p 
and the discontinuity set T>.
Firstly, given do < d let us take Jo > 0 so that for every T' 6 Bsq{T), ||p — p'\\^n < do
(which is possible by the first part of this proof).
Let pn ’= T ’^ (p) and p', := T''‘^ {p'). We will prove by induction that for every n  € N, 
there are J» > 0 and dn < d such that ||Pn ~  pUIe’;- < for every piecewise isometry 
T ' E Bs^{T). For n =  0 this is satisfied. Let us now suppose that the statement holds 
for n  — 1. Let dn~\ < dn < d. Thus:
1. We can choose Jj > 0 so that d ist(T ',T) < Ji ||(B^ -  B).p^||g ,^7 < [dn -
dn-i)/2 . This is possible since the action of 0 (n ) is continuous for every vector 
in E ” .
2. We can also choose J2 > 0 so that d ist(T \T) < J2 ||u -  < (d„ -d „ _ i) /2 .
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By taking Sn := min{Ji, J2} we have 
HPji — P?l||]^ ,b' " =  ||T .pn-i -  T'.p 'n —1
— ||-^-(Pn-l +  P n -i -  P n -l)  "  ^ '-PL-1 “
< ||p7i-l “  P fi-l 11^ » d- II(B — ^)'Pn,||]g^n, T  ||'(^  ~  V ||jj^ „
^  dji—i ~h dji—\)/2^ — dfi .
In other words we have proved that p(^  E Bd(pn), for every n E N and every T ' E
Bs^{T). By periodicity of p  it follows that the sequence {J%} is finite. Hence Ô
min{Jri} > 0. Since every atom is open we conclude that lies in the same atom as 
Pn, and therefore p ' has the same coding w as p.
Finally, for every 0 < e < d we take 6 := min{J, J} and so, p ' is a periodic point for T' 
since it has been defined as the fixed point of T^. ■
N ote; We cannot guarantee that all periodic points are stable under a given perturba­
tion if there exist an infinite number of periodic points. It may be the case that 
6 := inf{Jp :.p is a periodic point of T }  =  0, where Jp is calculated as in proof of 
Proposition 3.4, for a given periodic point p.
after periiirbing
Figure 3.2: Let T E SE(P) acting on be such that the induced isometry Tw corresponding 
to K w  is recurrent and that Kw  is a cylinder. Proposition 3.3 guarantees that if Kw  persists after 
perturbation, it will typically contain no periodic points.
In Figure 3.2 we illustrate a typical perturbation of a piecewise isometry T  E SE(B) in 
preserving a cell Kw for which det(ld — B^) =  0. As previously stated in Proposi­
tion 3.3 almost all perturbations of any periodic point of such T  will possess no periodic 
points.
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C oro llary  3.5 ^Assume n > 2 is even. I f  the defining set of sta tions  .for
T  € SE(B) is incommensurate then a periodic point for T  is stable under perturbations 
o /T .
3.7 A ppendix: auxiliary Lem m ata
L em m a 3.6 T(conv(A)) — conv(T(A)), where A  C M” and T  G E(n).
proof: Every point y G conv(A) can be written in the form,
y — T . . .  T  UpXp
where x \ , . . .  , Xp and a i , . . .  , Op € [0,1] are such that o-i ~  1- Therefore,
T.y = R.y  +  v
— a^R.X"  ^—F • • • “F OpR.Xp ~F I Uj | v
\ i= l  /
V
=  y^^ajjR.X i v)
1=1
=  a\T .x\ +  . . .  “F GpT.Xp
which implies that T.y  G conv(T(A)). Note that the argument above can be reversed 
hence the assertion is proved. ■
L em m a 3.7 For every finite word w, the composition map (fw : E (n)’^  -4 E(n), 
Tw{P) =  Tw is surjective, differentiable and for every set Z  C E(n) of positive measure, 
g)~^{Z) is a set of positive measure as well.
proof: Let Tpy, : M (n)”  ^ M (n) be the composition map determined by the word w,
i.e., o . . .  o Awi. The differentiability of can be easily
derived from the fact that can be seen as a map from the Euclidean space 
onto R"^ whose coordinates are polynomials. Hence ipw is also differentiable because 
it is a restriction of a differentiable map to a smooth manifold.
Obviously ipw is surjective simply by noting that there must exist a coordinate j  and
an index i such that Wi = j.  Thus, . . .  ,T , . . .  ,ld) =  T, where T is placed in
the coordinate.
^Note that by Proposition 3.2 this statement holds for almost every T G SE("P).
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In Rudin [1987] page 153 it is proved that “If V  is open in and T  : y  R^ is 
differentiable at every point of V, then T  maps sets of measure zero to sets of measure 
zero."
Obviously, this result holds for smooth manifolds locally diffeomorphic to some R ^, 
endowed with a volume measure. Since E(n) has this property we can apply the result 
in Rudin [1987] to (pw~ The assertion stems from the fact that for every surjective 
map f, f(f“ ^(5)) — S. ■
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Chapter 4
Issues involving the closure o f the  
E xceptional set
111 this chapter we will address the following questions:
S ection  4.1; What is the dynamical behaviour outside the closure of the Exceptional 
set?
The white set in Figure 4.1 is made of countably many connected components which are 
mapped into other connected components. This is true, in general, for any piecewise 
homeomorphism. This shows that the “molecular” nature of the dynamics on the 
complement of £, frequently displayed by planar piecewise rotations, can also be present 
in piecewise homeomorphisms.
The existence of discontinuities induces extremely complicated behaviour inside the set 
of points which orbit arbitrarily close to the discontinuity. As far as the asymptotics 
of initial conditions lying in the complement of £ is concerned there is still no general 
result classifying all possible w-limit sets given any piecewise isometry T  in R'^, be it 
defined by orientation-preserving or reversing isometries.
Section  4.2: Why does one get similar pictures when depicting either backward or 
forward iterates of the discontinuity set?
While simulating planar piecewise rotations one often encounters the following peculiar­
ity: pictures obtained by iterating a set of points near the discontinuity are surprisingly 
similar to those depicting the preimages of the discontinuity (see Figure 4.2).
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•15
-20
•10■IS •5 0 5 10 15 20
Figure 4.1: A numerical approximation of the exceptional set for a planar piecewise homeomorphism  
studied in Christian [1996], defined by; T (x ,  y) =  {y, y  — Xx) if x <  6  and T (x , y)  =  (y, y -  7 X +  6 ( 7  — 
A) +  /a) if X >  6 , where A =  1 .1 2 , 7  =  —0 .2  and g  =  11 .
. 4
.4 \ J  K
V  V
' V  '
b ^
Figure 4.2: The double-cone attractor for 6 =  7t / 4 : (left) the closure of the exceptional set in­
side the attractor; (right) 1 0 0 0 0  iterates of 1 0  randomly chosen initial conditions within the box 
[-0 .0 0 0 1 ,0 .0 0 0 1 ] x [-0 .1 ,0 .1 j.
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In the case of invertible piecewise isometries in compact spaces, our results show that 
the closure of the Exceptional set of T  equals that of that is, — S-p-i and this, 
in part, may justify the resemblance mentioned above as we shall explain in Section 4.2.
Section  4.3: How can one relate the white set in Figure 4.3 — which is the complement 
of the closure of the Exceptional set — and the collection of cells?
Figure 4.3 shows the closme of the exceptional set (in black) for an example of a 
Goetz map. Our main goal in this section is to obtain a relation between the “white 
set” which is made of open connected components and the decomposition of the phase 
space into cells given by the coding map. In the context of piecewise isometries defined 
on convex partitions, we show that the boundary of every connected component Q  of 
M .\£  contains at least one point belonging to £, which in turn implies that C j\S  is a 
cell. Moreover, for every rational cell there exists a connected component Q  such 
that Ku) — C i\£.
We recall the following characterisation of the closure of the Exceptional set first proved 
in Goetz [1996] (also in Goetz [2001]) which shall be used throughout this chapter.
P ro p o s i tio n  3. {Goetz, 2001) “The closure 6t  is the set of all points x Ç: X  such that 
d\st{OT{x),V) — 0, where Ot {x ) = {T’^ (æ) ; n  > 0} is the forward T-orbit of æ.”
In particular, this implies that if æ E 6! then u){x) C £.
4.1 D ynam ics in th e  com p lem ent of 8
4.1.1 P iecew ise  H om eom orphism s
In this section we will focus on elementary properties that hold for any piecewise home­
omorphism under the assumption that M .  Let us recall that a finite collection of 
open connected sets V  =  { P q, . . .  , Pm-i} such that
{i) Pi n  Pj = for i A  .L
{ii) = M,
{iii) M(U”ô‘9-Pi) = 0,
will be called a partition of A4. A map h: M \V  M  is a piecewise homeomorphism 
with partition V  if h(æ) =  h^(æ), when x  E P,;.
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Figure 4.3: The preimages of the discontinuity {black set)  and its complement {white set)  for a 
particular Goetz map.
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The first remark is purely topological and does not depend upon any properties of h.
R em ark  4.1 M .\8  decomposes into a, at most countable, collection of disjoint open 
path-connected components C — e.,
M \£  =  Ci n Cj =  $ , i ^ j  ,
This stems from the fact that E” can be written as the union of a countable number
of open balls Take, for instance, for any fixed J > 0,
E "  =  I J  B s { X )  .
xe<Qr-
Consequently, any open set O can be written as O =  where Oi = BiCiO. □
R em ark  4.2 For every component Q  there exists a j , k  such that,
HCi) = hi(Ci) c Cj .
In particular, each component is contained in a cell.
Let X E M\S\y and take y = h(æ). Suppose y e. Ey, and take a sequence {yn}n such
that yn E fh a-nd y as n  -> oo. Since M \Eh  is open we can take J > 0 such
that B§{x) n ^ h  =  0 hence h{Bs{x)) = hk{Bs{x)) for some k. Moreover, since h/- is a 
homeomorphism we conclude that h}~{Bs{x)) is an open set of which y is an interior 
point.
For N  large enough, we have {yp}p>N C hfc(Pj(a;)). Therefore, =  {h^^(yp)}p>Ar 
is a sequence of points converging to x  by continuity and injectivity of which
proves that æ E since h“ (^é^ h) C £h- L]
R em ark  4.3 The preimage of each component Q  is either empty or it is made of 
n (<  m) components . . .  , E C, i.e.,
h (C i)  =  Cj^ U . . .  U Cj^ .
Let Sk =  h^^(Q) n Pfc for A,’ =  0 , .. .  ,m  — 1. By definition of h, it follows that
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It suffices to show that Sk ~  Cj^ for some Cj^. Since is a homeomorphism, Sk is an 
open connected set. Suppose that Sk fl ^  0 and let æ € Pfc fl Once again, there 
exist {ajîîjn G £\x such that Xn 'x and since Sk is open we can take N  large enough 
so that Xp G Sk for p > N . By construction, h{xp) G Q . However, since Xp G Eh\E  we 
must have that h{xp) G which is a contradiction.
Therefore, there must exist Cj^  ^ G C such that Sk C (7^ by connectedness of Sk- 
Suppose now that Cj^\Sk ^  0 and take x  G Cji^\Sk- By Remark 4.2 and by definition 
of Sk we conclude that h((7j^) C Ci and thus x G Since all {Sk}k are disjoint
we conclude that Sk = which proves the remark. □
4.1.2 P iecew ise Isom etries
In the context of piecewise isometries we were able to give a detailed description of 
w-limit sets of initial conditions lying outside E.
P ro p o s i tio n  4.1 Let x G A i\E  he a point such that w(.x) 7^  0. Then the following are 
valid:
(%) w(.'c) n  ^ — 0;
(n) w(.'c) C Co U . . .  U Cr where each Ci G C;
{iii) These components can be ordered so that T{Ci) C Ci+j^^od r)-
proof; Let x G M.\E. By Proposition 3 in Goetz [2001] (here in page 62) we know that 
a point X belongs to M \E  if and only its forward orbit 0'^{x) {T^{x) ; n  > 0} is
bounded away from the discontinuity. In other words, there must exist a 6 > 0 such that 
dist(C+(a;),î>) > Ô. Take y G w(.'c) and suppose that y E E. B j  definition of u{x) we 
conclude that there exists a sequence {T”*(æ)}ieN such that T"" (æ) y. Obviously, 
y for otherwise dist(C'^(rc), X>) =  0 < <5. Therefore, for di := dist(y,X>) > 0 we have 
that Bgi (y) C Pi^, for some i\ G {0, ...,m  — 1} since V  is closed. Take k\ large enough 
so that for all p > A,*i, we have T^^^{x) G Pj^(y). Consequently, T ”p'^ *^ (a;) T{y) 
by continuity of Ti  ^ and if T(y) G V  then obviously, dist(C+(æ),P) — 0, which is a 
contradiction. On the other hand, if T{y) ^  V  then take ^2 := dist(T(y), P ) > 0 for 
which we have that Bs^{T{y)) C for some %2 E {0, ...,7n — 1}. Once again, take k2 
large enough so that for all p > A,*2, we have T ’^ p+ (^æ) G Pjg(T(y)) which is possible 
since T ”?^ +^ (a;) T{y). This implies that T"'P+^(æ) T^(y) by continuity of Ti^.
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This argument proves that if for some n e N, T^(y) G V  we obtain that dist((9'*‘(x), î>) =  
0, which is a contradiction. Otherwise, we can build a sequence {<5n}neN which must 
contain a subsequence decreasing to 0 since y G £ and therefore there must ex­
ist an s e N, such that 5s — à\st{T^~^{y),V) < 6 and for all p > kg we have 
ynp+s(^) Ç Bs^{T^{y)) which in turn implies that {x)}pyksi'^) < ^s- This
is a contradiction by the choice of 6. Therefore, oj{x) C M \£ .
We now apply a common recurrence argument (see for instance proof of Lemma 2.1 
in Melbourne et al. [1993], or proof of Proposition 2.1 in Goetz [1996]). Recall that 
M \£  is made of countably many open connected components Take y G l o { x )
and e > 0 such that B^{y) C M \S .  By connectedness of Be{y) we can conclude that 
Bg{y) C Cn for some n G N. By definition of w-limit set, there exists a first entrance 
time k such that T^{x) G Bs{y). Moreover, there must exist a second entrance time 
I > k for which T \x )  G Be{y), For r = I —k we can conclude that T ’’(Be(î/))nBç(y) ^  0 
since it must contain at least T^{x).
From continuity of all T { and connectedness of all {QjigN it follows that for any j  G N, 
there exists an ij G N such that T{Cj) C Cij. Consequently, the fact that T^{Cn) H 
Cn /  0 implies that T'’'{Cn) C Cn by Remark 4.2. Take z =  T^{x) and let Q  =  Cj 
where Cj is the connected component visited by T^{z), for î =  0, ...,r  — 1. This shows 
that T{Ci) C Q+i(mod ?')• Ill particular, we have proved that ü j { z )  C Co U ... U CV_i and 
since w(f(æ)) = u{x) assertions (w) and (m) now follow. ■
An analogous result holds for piecewise homeomorphisms provided we replace the ex­
ceptional set by 6^ * =  (z  : dist(C'^(a;),T>) — 0} — which we name as the generalised 
exceptional set — and the connected components of M \£  by those of M \£ * . Note 
that Proposition 3 in Goetz [2001] simply states that, for piecewise isometries, =  £.
Some important corollaries stem from Proposition 4.1.
C oro llary  4.2 I f x G M .\£  is a recurrent point then its coding is rational.
For any rational point æ, there is N  large enough so that T ^+ ' (A') c  T ^ { K )  C K ’ for 
some r  G N, where K ' is the rational cell corresponding to the rational point T ^{x ). 
Therefore, if x  is also recurrent, then w(æ) n K ' is generated by iteration under the
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recurrent return map T| . Consequently,
u{x) =  Ai U . . .  U Ar
such that T{Ai) = A^ 4.i(mod r) all {Aj}[_| are isometric copies of : n  > 0}
where ~  A v  and z  — T ^{x ),
C oro llary  4.3 Suppose V  is convex. I f T  has no periodic points then every point in 
M \S  has empty iv-limit set.
proof: Suppose there exists x such that oj{x) ^  0. Then, from Corollary 4.2 we 
conclude that x has rational coding. Consequently, from Proposition 3.1 it follows that 
T  must have periodic points. ■
4.2 Forward vs. backward iterates o f th e  d iscontinu ity
At first glance, the two images in Figure 4.2 are strikingly similar, a somewhat myste­
rious fact on which our next result sheds some light.
Let us recall that a piecewise homeomorphism h is said to be quasi-invertible when 
h(P) =  {h(jFb),. . .  , h(Thi-i)} is a collection of open connected sets satisfying properties 
(«) to [iii) in page 62. In this case the quasi-inverse of h is the piecewise homeomorphism 
h_i with partition V  — h('P) whose induced homeomorphisms are for k =
0 ,. . .  ,7n — 1.
P ro p o s itio n  4.4 Suppose T  is a quasi-invertible piecewise isometry defined on a com­
pact space A4. Then, S t  = S t^i-
proof: First of all let us note that since A4 is compact then all components C{ G C must 
be bounded and rationally coded. We prove that they must indeed be periodic. Suppose 
there is Cj G C wliich is not periodic. Let A: G N be such that T^ ' P^{Cj) C T’^ {Cj) for 
some p G N, let B\ be the connected component containing and %  be the
connected component containing T^~ {^Cj). By construction, bo th T{Bi) and T{B2 ) 
are contained in T^{Cj). We then have that T{B\) f\T{B2 ) =  0 by quasi-invertibility 
of T, which implies that p{Bi) < p{T^{Cj)) since p{T{B2 )) > 0. On the other hand, 
TP-^{T^{Cj)) C B i implies p{Bi) > p{T^{Cj)) since p{T^{Cj)) = p{T P -\T ^{C j))).
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Therefore, all connected components are periodic and thus, T induces a one-to-one 
correspondence in C, that is, there is no distinct pair of components Ci and C2 such 
that both T{Ci) and T{C2 ) are contained in the same connected component.
Suppose that T{V t ) intersects some component Cfc. Since Ck is open and T is quasi- 
invertible there must exist i and j  such that Ti{Pi) H (7* /  0 and Tj{Pj) fl 9  ^0. This 
implies that PinT~^{Ck) f  0 and Pjr\T~^{Ck) ^  0. However, there must exist Q such 
that T~^{Ck) =  Cl by the fact that T is quasi-invertible and it induces a one-to-one 
correspondence in C which implies that Q D D — 0. Consequently, T(Z?t) C 6.
Let æ G f . If æ G T>t then the argument above shows that T{x) G €. Otherwise, 
T{x) = T{x) G € as a consequence of Proposition 3 in Goetz [2001] (here in page 62). 
Therefore T{S) (Z £ and thus, we conclude that,
(Dr) c  6:r (4.1)
since St  is a closed set.
Let T_i : A f\D r_i Af be the quasi-inverse of T  where T>t_^  = T{V t ). Recall 
that T _ i(D t_ i) =  P t  and T_i(%) = T~'^{Z) U T _ i(Z  fl Dr_i) for every set Z C  M .  
Applying (4.1) to T_i we can state that.
U%:=o?':i(Dr_i) Çf:TLi . (4.2)
We will now prove by induction that, for n  > 1, T^ i(D r_i) =  T~^'^^{Vt ) U Sn, where
Sn C For n  =  1 it trivially follows that T _ i(D r_ J  =  V t - Assume that
t!!.7^(Dt_i) =  T~”'+^(Dr) U and S n -i C Using induction,
= f_i(T!!7"(Dr_J)=T_i(T-+2(Dr)US„_i) =
= T-"+ '(V t) U T-'(Sn-i) U Sn ,
where S„ =  U S„-i)  n D r-,) C Dr since T _ i(D t-,) =  Dr. Pur-
thermore, T~^{Sn-i) C and therefore we prove the assertion by taking Sn —
T~^{Sn-i)  U Sn- This allows us to conclude that,
u;:Lo?"Ii(T)r_i) =  . (4.3)
An analogous argument shows that,
lJ:Lo3""(Dr) . (4.<1)
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Taking closure in both (4.3) and (4.4), we conclude from (4.1) and (4.2),
f r  =  US:=oT'-i(Z)r_i) C (?)) Ç f:? .
This concludes the proof. ■
We now try to explain why there is such a resemblance between the pictures in Fig­
ure 4.2. The orbit of every point x G S contains a subsequence such that
Xn -> y for some y G V. Therefore, T{x^^) Ti{y) for some i G {0,. . .  , m -  1} 
and some subsequence of Consequently, T^{xn^) T^{y) for a
corresponding subsequence of This shows that a union of orbits in
£ approximates U^QT(D) which in turn is equal to and by our result also equals 
S t -
4.3 T he “Fatou” and “Julia” sets o f a P iecew ise Isom etry
We introduce the following concepts which result naturally from the decomposition of 
M \S  into a countable collection of open sets as described in Section 4.1.
D efin ition  4.1 Given a piecewise isometry T  — or indeed, any piecewise continuous 
map — such that S ^  M. we say that F a to u  — is the Fatou set of T . The
Ju lia  se t o fT  is defined as being Ju lia  =  A 4\Fatou.
Note that the interior of the Fatou set is int(Patou) =  In the case of irrational
piecewise rotations in planar domains, F a to u  is simply a countable collection of com­
pact circles (see Goetz [1996] for an analogy between Piecewise Rotations and Rational 
maps). Recently, Ashwin and Fu [2001] have studied a family of piecewise rotations 
on the two-dimensional torus and showed that for a full measure and dense set in the 
parameter space the discs belonging to the Fatou set exhibit no tangencies w ith each 
other.
In the next result we investigate the relation between the Fatou set which is the closure 
of the white region that we see when computing the preimages of the discontinuity 
set (see, for instance, Figure 4.3), and rational cells that typically have non-smooth 
boundaries.
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P ro p o sitio n  4.5 Suppose V  is convex. Thus, for every component Q  6 C there exists 
a cell Ku) E /C such that, Kyj = Ck\S- Moreover, for all rational cells € JC there 
exists a component Ck ^  C such that Gk C  Kyj.
proof; R'om Remark 4.1 we know that for every component Q  there must exist a cell 
K.U) such that Q  C
S tep  I; Kw\Oi — 0.
Suppose there exists y G Kiu\Oi and take the convex closure Y  = conv({y}, Ci). By the 
definition of C, we know that all points in dCi must belong to £. Take a point z G dCi 
such that there exists an open neighbourhood Nz which is contained in Y . Such a point 
must exist by the simple fact that y ^  Ci (see a geometric sketch in Figure 4.4).
y
F ig u r e  4 .4: Constructing a neighbourhood Nz  C Kw  whose forward iterates intersect the discontinu­
ity.
Taking into account the fact that z  Ç: 6 we conclude that there must exist at least one 
point z Ç. £ n  Nz (in fact, infinitely many such points) which implies that the orbit of 
Nz will eventually intersect the discontinuity. Since Nz is an open set this implies that 
Nz contains points of different cells. This yields a contradiction for, by convexity of 
bo th Y  and we conclude that Y  C  Kw, hence all points in Y  must have the same 
coding. Consequently, Kw\C i — 0.
S tep  II: Kw — Ci\£.
This is a trivial consequence of the fact that every point in the boundary of Q  will 
have the same coding as Q  unless it eventually hits the discontinuity.
S tep  III : For every rational cell Kw, there is a Gk such that C k  C  Kw.
Let Kw be a period ic  cell and let Pi be the atom which Kw is contained in. Take 
Tw ■ Kw Kw as being the return map on Kw- If Tw is a recurrent map then by
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Proposition 3.1 there must exist a periodic point p  E Kw^ It then follows that the orbit 
of p  must be bounded away from the discontinuity and consequently p  E for some
component E C. Since all points in Ck belong to the same cell we conclude that 
C:
Consider now the case when is a nonrecurrent isometry, which implies that there are 
unbounded orbits hence the partition must be made of polytope sets. By Lemma 4.8 
there is a semi-line L  C Kw C Pi on which T  acts as a translation. Consequently, by 
Lemma 4.9 we know that 6\st{L,dPi) > 0, hence we can pick x e L  whose orbit does 
not appro call the discontinuity. The assertion now follows analogously to the recurrent 
case.
Assume now that Kw is a ra tio n a l cell and take K{[j as being its corresponding periodic 
cell such that for some positive integer r, a’'{w) — w, where a  is the usual shift map. 
As we have shown above there exists Cg such that C Kw .
By Remark 4.3 we know that there exists a finite number of components , . . .  ,
(n < r.m) such that:
T-'"((7T) =  Q , U . . . U qhi
Take k = ij where ij is such that Ku  fl Cij ^  0, Such integer k must exist since 
K ^ K w )  C Kw-  Using the fact that Ck is contained in some cell (Remark 4.1) we can 
then conclude that Ck C Kw- ■
The sharpest result available in the literature concerning codings of points in £ and its 
complement is the following:
T h eo rem  2.1 [Goetz, 1996) “Let T  act on a compact space X  and suppose that the 
atoms {Pi}i do not have points of full density on their boundaries. Then for every 
X E X \£ ,  its code is rational. For almost every point x E £, its code is irrational.”
The following corollary is a refinement of this result in the case when V  is convex.
C oro llary  4.6 Given a piecewise isometry defined on a convex partition V and com­
pact space M ,  then 91 — Fatou\<S and 3 = Julia\£^.
Another important result established in Goetz [1996] asserts the following for positive 
Lebesgue measure cells:
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P ro p o sitio n  2.1 {Goetz, 1996) “If X  has finite Lebesgue measure, then every cell of 
positive Lebesgue measure has a rational code.”
Proposition 4.5 together with Proposition 3.2 shows that Theorem 2.1 and Proposi­
tion 2.2 in Goetz [1996] cannot be generalised to spaces with infinite Lebesgue measure 
for we can have positive measure sets of points in M \£  with irrational coding. Take, 
for instance, the repeller case studied in Goetz [1998a] from which we show an example 
in Figure 4.5.
4.4 A ppendix: auxiliary L em m ata
L em m a 4.7 I fW  is a linear space then projpy(convA) =  conv(projpyA), where A C M” .
proof: This is a trivial consequence of the fact that proj^ ,y is a linear map, since W  is 
a linear space. ■
L em m a 4.8 Let T  be a nonrecurrent isometry. For any x E conv(0(æ)) contains 
a semi-linef L such that is a translation.
proof: The case when T is a pure translation is trivial. Suppose T  ^  R F v  is a nonre­
current isometry. From Remark 3.3 we know that for v = v - f v ^  where FixR) — 0 
and 0 E FixR,
1. There is a solution it of equation (Id—R)X =  which implies that R.u  =  u —v^]
2. V =  FixjR -j- u is an afiine space such that T^y is a translation.
Let X = x  + x-^ E M” where x E FixR and x-^ E W  = (FixR)*^. Then,
T.x = R.{x-^ — u)-h R . u R . x -{■ V 
— R .{x^  — u )+ u -\-{x -\-v ) ,
where R.{x-^ — u) -\-u e W  and æ -F ü  E FixR. Therefore,
(T..‘r) =  i?,.(proj].y/^ .'c — u) -F it .
 ^A semi-line is a set of the form {p -F Au : A >  0) for some p  and v in
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\ /
/
/
Figure 4.5: Preimages of the discontinuity (black set)  and its complement (white set) for a repeller 
Goetz map (Co =  (1 ,0 ) ,Ci =  (—0 .5 ,0 ) ,chq =  2 ,ou =  1). The white sets in this case are irrationally 
coded.
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For every n E N, we conclude that proj^4/(T ”-.a;) — jR’^ .projpi/o;, where E..z =  R .(z—u)+u , 
which means that the projection of the dynamics of T  on W  can be obtained under 
iteration by R. It then follows that ü := proj^^u E conv{proj^.^/T” .a; : n  E N}.
By Lemma 4.7 we know that proj ,^y(conv.A) =  conv(projj,yA) and so there is z E 
conv(0(æ)) such that proj^ ;^  ^— u. Since ü e V  and W JL F we conclude that z E F .  By 
Lemma 3.6 it follows that T(conv(0(x))) C conv(0(æ)) and therefore, conv(0(%)) C 
conv(0(æ)). It turns out that L  conv(0(z)) is a semi-line with origin at since Tp/ 
is a translation. ■
L em m a 4.9 Given an open and unbounded polytope set P  and a semi-line L C P  we 
?nust have dist(L, dP) > 0.
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Chapter 5
Sym m etric Patterns arising in 
the G oetz map
(A summary of most of the material in this chapter will appear in the proceedings 
paper [22].)
In this chapter we study symmetric patterns arising in the Goetz map. We will say 
that a Goetz map is nondegenerate if cxo, c%i 0 and Cq ^  C\ since in these cases we 
either have a piecewise translation on or most of the phase space — apart from, 
possibly, one cell of period-one — will stagnate in a fixed point in one of the atoms.
The fact that the Goetz map can exhibit patterns which possess linear symmetries as 
those frequently appearing in the continuous setting poses an interesting problem. On 
one hand, given a discontinuous map f: M \V  -4 A4, either of the following conditions,
af(a;} = fa-(.T) or, 
pf(æ) =  f-^p(a:) ,
cannot hold for all æ G A4 and any elements of 0 (n), cr, p : A4 A4, due to the 
existence of discontinuities.
On the other hand, one is compelled to believe that the set of orbits, preimages of the 
discontinuity and rational cells, are indeed symmetric in some cases under the action 
of an element of 0 (n ) (see Figure 5.1). It is our aim, in this chapter, to establish 
a framework in which the existence of symmetric structures can be studied even for 
discontinuous maps.
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7
X
Figure 5.1: Preimages of the discontinuity for an equivariant Goetz map (the double-cone attractor 
A4). Note that the only linear symmetry is a reflection on the origin.
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In Section 5.1.1 we introduce a concept of symmetry which generalises the classical 
one and we prove to be consistent with the existence of discontinuities. Section 5.2 
is devoted to the Goetz map where we compute all possible (reversing)-symmetries. 
Following that, we focus on the invertible case (see Section 5.2) in which we observe 
symmetric structures at the local level.
5.1 Sym m etry in D iscontinuous M aps
5 .1 .1  S y m m etry  in  an a lm ost-everyw h ere  sense
We begin by introducing a broader concept of symmetry. Given an element of 0{n)  
a : M  M  let Ücr — {x tcr{x) — crf(æ)}, where f is a piecewise continuous map.
D efin ition  5.1 We say that a is an a .e .-sym m e try  o f f  if X{M\Cla-) = 0.
This definition will allow us to characterise symmetric patterns found in the context 
of the Goetz map which would have been neglected under the classical definition of 
symmetry.
We are interested on the effect that a.e.-symmetries might have on orbits. For this 
m atter we will focus on maps satisfying the following property: for every measurable 
set A, \{A ) — 0 implies \{f~^{A )) — 0 (A). As per usual, let 0 ^{x )  =  {f^(æ) : n  G N}.
P ro p o s i tio n  5.1 Suppose f  is a piecewise continuous map satisfying property (4k) and 
CJ is an a.e.-symmetry o f f .  Then, u(0'*'(æ)) =  0+(cj(æ)) for Lebesgue-almost every 
point X.
proof: Let us define =  {.cc G A4 : fV(æ) =  cjf^(a:)} and In
order to prove the assertion, we show that A(A4\fZ” ) =  0, for all n  G N, which implies 
that AlXOlr') =  A4\(n»GN0^)) =  U,,EN(A4\Plr)).
To tackle this, we will use induction. By assumption, A(A4\fzi^^) — 0, so the assertion 
holds for n  =  1. (We will write Oq- instead of  ^ from now on.)
Assume that A(A4\fZa” )^ =  0. Property (èjfc) implies that A(A4\(fZo- D f~^(rZff’'^))) — 0 . 
Let X E Q,ct n f “ (^fZff^ )^. It then follows that fcj(a;) =  crf(a;), since x E fZ^ r and that
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Pcr(f(æ)) =  crP(f(a;)), since f(æ) G ü a^ \ T h ese  observations allow  us to  derive th e  
follow ing equality ,
=  f"(fo-(æ)) =f"(crf(æ))
— crf^(f(.'r)) =crf”'*' (^æ) ,
which implies that Oo- C hence =  0 . ■
Given an almost-invertible map and p G 0 (n ) we define ü'p = {.t : fp(æ) =  and
f~^p{x) = pf{x)}. We then say that p is an a.e.-reversing-symmetry of f if A (A4\0p =
0. A proof along the same lines of that in Proposition 5.1 shows that p{0'^{x)) — 
0~{p{x)) and p{0~{x)) = 0'^{p{x)) for Lebesgue-almost every point x  G A4, given an 
almost-invertible map f satisfying property (^) and admitting an a.e.-rev.-symmetry 
p, where 0~ (x) = {(f“ ^)"'(æ) : n G N}.
From these definitions it is natural to say that f is essentially equivariant if it pos­
sesses an a.e.-symmetry and essentially reversible when it possesses an a.e.-reversing- 
symmetry. The question of whether one can build a group of a.e.-(reversing)-symmetries, 
(or shortly, group of symmetries) is a rather trivial problem as is shown below.
P rop osition  5.2 The set of a.e.-(reversing)-sym.metries of a piecewise continuous map 
is a group.
proof: First of all, we note that, A(A4\fZg.-i) =  0 if and only if A(A4\fZo-) — 0, when 
cr is a symmetry. Furthermore, given a pair of a.e.-symmetries or, 7 , if A(A4\fZo-) =  0 
and A(A4\fZ<y) — 0 then A(A4\(S7o- ncr“ (^fZ.y))) — 0 which implies that X{M\ür^a) — 0. 
All other cases follow analogously. ■
5 .1 .2  A  sp ecia l case o f  a .e .-sy m m etry
In the case of the Goetz map we will show in Section 5.2 that the admissible a.e.-(rev.)- 
symmetries satisfy a more specific set of conditions which allow us to derive stronger 
results.
More precisely, given an a.e.-symmetry cr G 0(n ) of a piecewise continuous map f we 
say that <t is a special symmetry of f if M \Q a = R  and for every Pi E V  there is a
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Pj G V  such that a{Pi) — Pj. We will write, with abuse of notation, that cr(%) =  j.  
It then results from this definition that cr('D) =  V  and cr(UiPi) — UiP{. Note that cr 
is an isometry and so the definition holds for cr“ L In fact, cr is a special symmetry of 
f if and only if is a special symmetry of f. Moreover, if a and 7  aie both special 
symmetries then so is cry. Hence, the set of special symmetries is a subgroup of the 
whole group of a.e.-symmetries of f.
A refined version of Proposition 5.1 may then be drawn.
P ro p o s itio n  5.3 Let a be a special symmetry of f . Then, the following statements 
hold:
{i) a (8^'^^) = for all m G N. In particular, cj{S) — E;
(m) crf*(x) =  f^cr(æ) for all k E N if  and only if  x ^  £. In particular, a{0'^{x)) =
d"*‘(cr(æ)) if  and only if x  ^ E;
(iii) The coding of every x ^  E is w — wqwi . . .  if and only if the coding of a(x) ^ E is
a{w) := cr(wo)cr(wi). . .  . I n  particular, cr{Ky}) =  Ka[w) for every cell K^} E JC.
proof: (i) We will proceed by induction. For m =  0 the assertion holds by definition 
of cr. Suppose a{E^’^ ~^^) — for some m > 1. Thus,
a: G cr(6:W\T)) ^  G G
cr-4(a;) G f(æ) G 44^  æ G .
Consequently, cr(< (^ )^) — a{E^''^\V) U cr{V) = E^'^h
(m) Given A: > 1, take := Ho-n.. .n f “^+ (^fZo-) and define := {æ G A4 : crf^(æ) =  
f^crfy)}. For every x E A}., it follows that,
erf ^  (æ) =  crf(f^“ ^(æ))
— fcrf^^^(æ), since f^~^{x) E Cla
= f^a{x), since .r G .
This proves that A^ C fZ^\ Taking into account that we can
conclude that,
= A4\(f-^'+i(D)) ,
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wliicli implies that M \A k  =  Let 0^°°  ^ := and
Aoo := n ^ iA „ .  It then follows that, M \Q ^ ^  C M\Aoo -  A4\(n^^A/-) =  h ^ f -
S. Conversely, if æ € then for some m  < k, f^{x )  G V  and obviously x  ^ 
since f^+^(æ) is not defined. Consequently, A 4\o i“  ^ =  S.
(Hi) Given any point x ^ £ we know from (u) that crf^(æ) — f^or(æ) for all fc G N. This 
implies that f ^ { x )  G Pw^ if and only if f^cr(æ) G crPwk ~  P(r{wk)- ■
The existence of special symmetries of order m  (— # P )  may prove to be quite restricting 
for a piecewise continuous map f possessing a redundant atom, that is, an atom Pi such 
that fi(Pi) C Pj for some j . We say that f is a trivial piecewise continuous map if all I
atoms are redundant. I
R em ark  5.1 Suppose a is a special symmetry of order m and Pi is a redundant atom. 
Then, f is trivial.
Since a  is an element of order m, we can write as a sequence of indices such
that i — io and a{Pi^) = for all A: < m -  1. Assume that f(Pi) C Pi,,. Then,
f i i% )  =  UMPio) = O’fzo(-Pio) C <r(PiJ =  Pi,,+1
Applying this successively we conclude that 1^(7^) C ,n) for all k. □
Let us now suppose that p is an a.e.-reversing-symmetry of a quasi-invertible pw- 
continuous map f. Let f be the quasi-inverse map of f defined on the partition P  — 
{Pi}i where Pi =  fi(Pi). We will say that p is a special reversing-symmetry of f if 
M \flp  = V  U V , for every Pi E V  there is a Pj E V  such that p(Pi) =  Pj (once 
again, we will write that p{i) = j ,  with abuse of notation) and for every Pi e V  there 
is a Pj E V such that p(Pi) = Pj. This last condition guarantees that p is a special 
rev.-symmetry of f if and only if p is a special rev.-symmetry of f.
Note that p is an isometry and so p~^ is a also special rev.-symmetry of f. In fact, 
p is a special rev.-symmetry of f if and only if p~^ is a special rev.-symmetry of f. 
Moreover, if p and k are both special rev.-symmetries then pn is a special symmetry 
of f whereas if p is a special rev.-symmetry and cr is a special symmetry then per is a 
special rev.-symmetry of f. Hence, the set of special (rev.)-symmetries is a subgroup of 
the whole group of a.e.-(rev.)-symmetries of f.
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By adapting the proof of Proposition 5.3 to the case of special reversing-symmetries we 
are able to state the following result.
P ro p o s itio n  5.4 Let p be a special reversing-symmetry off .  Then, the following state­
ments hold:
(i) p{£^'^J) — and for all m e N. In particular, p{£U£) ~  E G £;
[ii] pf^[x) =  f^p{x) and pf^{x) — f^p{x) for all A: 6 N if and only if  x ^  EG E. In
particular, p[O f{x)) = 0~{p[x)) =  0^{p{x)) if and only if x ^  EGE.
(iii) The coding under f  of every x  ^ E G E is w — wqWi . . .  if and only if the coding
under f  of p{x) ^  EG E is p{w) p{wQ)p{wi). . .  . In particular, p[Kw) — G JC
for every cell Kw C JC.
N ote: By assertion (%) in Proposition 5.3 we conclude that cr(f ) =  E since cr is an 
Euclidean isometry. Although numerical simulations suggest that this is also the 
case for the invertible Goetz map (see next section) where a special rev.-symmetry 
is present, we are only able to show that p{E) = E for compact Euclidean domains, 
by means of Proposition 4.4. Nevertheless, p^{E) = E in general since is a 
special symmetry.
5.2 T he sym m etry  group o f a G oetz map
In this section we describe all possible a.e-(rev.)-symmetries for Goetz maps which, as 
we prove, ai*e in fact special symmetries, and, as a corollary, we present the resulting 
admissible symmetry groups. For simplicity we will use complex notation.
P ro p o sitio n  5.5 If T  is such that ckq — — «i and Cq — —Ci then T  is essentially- 
equivariant for the a.e.-symmetry a.z = —z.
I f  T  is such that cxg =  cki and Cq =  —Ci tJien T  is essentially-equivariant for the 
a.e.-symmetry a.z — —
Furthermore, there are no other cases of essential-equivariance with respect to for 
Goetz m.aps.
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proof: This proof is divided into two cases: firstly a is considered to be a reflection 
and secondly, a  will be a rotation.
Case A: a is a reflection in some mirror line L.
Firstly, we will assume that L  is not the vertical axis. For simplicity, we assume that L  
intersects the origin. Thus, we can find open sets (hence of positive measure) Oi C Pq
and O2 C P i  such that a (O i)  and a  (O 2 ) belong to the same atom, respectively.
Consequently, it has to be true for at least z £ Oi and z  G O 2 ,
R qg.z ~  (jR q.z ,
R\g.z — aRi.z .
Let 7  be the angle that L  makes with the real axis, measured counter-cloclcwise and
let h.z =  e^'^.z which is defined so that h [L) is in fact the real axis. We can then write
a{z) — h~^(ph{z), where (p{z) — z  and h~^{z) = e~‘^ ' .^z .
More precisely, it follows that,
a{z) =  .z) = h~^{e~'^'^.z)
=  e-*'y(e-''y.z) =  .
Computing Rqg,
crPo.z =  e-^*^(Y'(e'''°(z-Co) +  Co))
=  e -((2 'y + « o )^ +  ^
we can force the polynomialp(z) =  Rqg.z — gRq.z ~  az + b, in the complex variable z, 
to be null, which implies that both a and b must be zero.
Calculating a,
a — e4«o-27) _  g-i(27+ao)
we conclude that a =  0 if and only if ckq =  0 and «1 — 0, by applying the same 
calculations to z, which implies that T  is the identity map and hence commutes with
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any map. In conclusion, no reflection whose mirror line is not the vertical axis is allowed 
as a.e.-symmetry of a Goetz map.
When L is the vertical axis, one has that <r(Po) — Pi. Consequently, in order to prove 
essential-equivariance, it has to be checked that R qct.z =  a R i.z  for a given z G P i. 
Note that cr can be written as a.z — —z.
Since,
R.Qa.z — Rq(—z) — (—z — Cq) -f- Cq ,
and,
aRq.z — {z — (7i) 4- Ci) = —e {z — Ci) — Ci ,
one verifies that the equality holds, for a given z G P i, if and only if the polynomial 
p{z) =  Roa.z— a R i.z  =  o,z +  &, has null coefficients.
Therefore,
and.
4- 6 =  0 4^ CKQ =  ~ a i ,
= (l_e-o)(Co + C i) ,
which implies that 6 — 0 if and only if «o = 0  or Cq = — Ci = a(Ci). The case when 
«0 =  0 implies o:i =  0 (since ckq =  — a i).
It can be easily verified that if ao = —ai,Co — —Ci and a.z = —z  then, for every 
z G Po U P i, Ta{z) — crT(z). We note that for z E L, T .z  is not defined, hence 
C\üo- =  L which implies A(C\Oo-) =  0.
Therefore, the only possibility of having a reflection as an a.e.-symmetry of a Goetz 
map is when,
CKO — —CKi , Cq =  —Cl and cr.z =  —z .
The dynamical properties in these cases were explained in great detail in Goetz [1998a]. 
Case B: cr is a rotation on some centre C.
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We may write a as a.z ~  e*^(z -  C) C. If /? 7^  0 then clearly open sets (hence
of positive measure) can be found OiC Pq and O2C Pi such that cr(Oi)C Pi and
cr(0 2 ) c  Po and consequently, in order to prove essential-equivariance, we must verify 
whether, for z E O2 and z EÜi the following equalities hold:
Roa.z = aR i.z
R ia .z  — aRo-z .
Computing Roa,
R.OCT.Z = R o(e^^{z-C ) + C)
= { z - G )  + G - C o ) +  Go
= ( z - G )  + e“ “ (C -  Co) +  Co .
and aR i,
aRi.z  =  e‘'’(e'“‘ ( x - C i )  +  C i - C )  +  C
=  e‘(^+“') (z -  Cl) +  e'^ (Cl -  C) +  C .
One may force, once again, the polynomialp(z) — Roa.z — aRi-z — az-\-b, to have null 
coefficients. So,
a =  e*(^+«o) __ gi(P+ai) — Q ojQ __
Computing 6,
=  -  C) 4- (e'°=° -  1)(C -  Co)
=  (e'""» -  1) (e'^(Cl -  C) -f (C -  Co)) .
We claim that b = 0 4 ^ a o  — a i — 0 V e^^(Ci — C) =  Cq — C. Applying the same
arguments to the second equivariance equality (in z) we conclude that e^^{Co — C) — 
Cl — C. Therefore (Ci — C) =  Ci — C which implies /3 =  tt, as it is not interesting
considering the case when C =  Cq — Ci (degenerate case).
Consequently,
é^ iC i -  C) =  Co -  C Co -  -C l 4- 2C. (5.1)
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If C  is not on the vertical axis, then we can find a disc centred at C and contained in 
one of the atoms, say Pq- For this disc, one has to prove that,
R qCT.Z =  (j R q.z  ,
for otherwise there would not be essential-equivariance since the disc has positive mea­
sure. On account of both R q and a being rotations, we conclude that (7 =  Cq, since 
two rotations commute if and only if their centres are the same, unless both angles are 
null. Moreover, by the above equality (5.1), Cq = Ci. However, once more, this leads 
to the degenerate case. Thus, C  must belong to the vertical axis.
It can be easily verified that if ckq =  a i, Co =  — Ci H- 2C and a.z =  —z  4- 2C then, for 
every z G Po U Pi, Ta[z) = aT[z). We note that for z G P, T.z is not defined, hence 
C\ÜeT — L  which implies A(C\!Qo-) =  0.
In conclusion, the only possibility of having a rotation as an a.e.-symmetry of a Goetz 
map, up to translation of the origin along the vertical axis, is when,
o;o =  CKi, Co =  —Cl and a.z = —Id .
We illustrate all cases of equivariant Goetz maps in Figure 5.2.
[ E l
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3 1
L E I
X
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31
31
317 ^
7  N
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y31
3 1
3 ]
31
X
X
X
X
X
317 b
Figure 5.2: A numerical approximation of the exceptional set for symmetric Goetz maps: (left) a is 
a reflection on the y-axis; (right) cr is a reflection on the origin.
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Let Pa be the reflection on the line passing through both centres of rotation and pb the 
reflection on the line passing through the origin and perpendicular to the previous one.
In Figure 5.3 we give a geometric construction of quasi-invertible Goetz maps.
0/2
/w
Fixp,
0/2
Figure 5.3; Constructing invertible Goetz maps. Note that, for example, X  and Z  are admissible 
centres whereas X  and Y  are not.
P ro p o s itio n  5.6 Every invertible Goetz map is essentially-reversihle for Further­
more, Pa and Pb are the only admissible a.e.-reversing-symmetries.
proof: Firstly, notice from Figure 5.3 that a Goetz map is invertible if and only if both 
angles of rotation equal some a  (or tt — a) and the line that connects both centres of 
rotation makes an angle with the real axis (imaginary axis, respectively) equal to a/2.
We will consider the case when both angles of rotation are equal to a  only, for the 
remaining one is similar.
The following sets are now defined:
It can be easily verified that Pa{Pj) = P / and that all rotations, R , are reversible with 
respect to any reflection, p, whose mirror line goes through the centre of rotation, i.e., 
Rp = pR~^.
Assuming that T  is quasi-invertible, its inverse can be written as follows,
B^^(z) if z e Ro (Po)T(z) =
R f  \ z )  i f z e R i  (Pi)
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Therefore, in order to prove essential-reversibility, one has to show that Tpa =  paT~^. 
Clearly, the sets {Pj}2j=o,i form a partition of the phase space with zero measure 
complement, or in other words, z G P j almost surely for some i and j .  Let z 6  Pj. 
Then T .z  =  R'^^.z and pa{z) G P /, which implies that Tpa{z) — Ripa{z), Consequently,
(^) — PaT (z) 44" RiPa{z) =  PaRi {z) , 
which is clearly true for all z G U^ j^-Pj.
From this, we can conclude that =  C \ P j, which is a zero measure set.
Suppose 7  is another a.e.-reversing-symmetry. So, paj must be an a.e.-symmetry. As 
seen previously in Proposition 5.5, paj — —Id since any Goetz map with Cg — ~C i 
cannot be invertible. This last equality implies that 7  =  —pa which is equal to p^. ■
We illustrate all possible cases of reversibility in Figure 5.4.
N ote: We remark that the resulting admissible a.e.-(rev.)-symmetries are in fact spe­
cial (rev.)-symmetries. Therefore, all properties presented in Section 5 .1.2 hold 
in the particular case of a symmetric Goetz map.
10
0
TO
■10 0 10
10
0
■10
•10 0 10
Figure 5.4: A ntimerical approximation of the exceptional set for reversible Goetz maps: (left) a 
purely reversible Goetz map, ao =  o;i =  a  =  27t/5, Cq = (—1, —tan(a/2)), Ci =  (0.75, -Q.75tan(a/2)); 
(right) symmetry group is Z 2 x Z 2 , all parameters as in previous case except Ci =  —Co.
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C oro llary  5.7 The admissible groups of symmetry of a Goetz map are:
(i) Z2 and,
[ii) Z2 X Z2 .
Case {i) includes maps with only one special reversing-symmetry and other maps where 
there is just one special symmetry, whereas case {ii), concerns those maps with a group 
of symmetry generated by a special symmetry and a special reversing-symmetry. Both 
of them generate normal subgroups isomorphic to Z2.
N o te : The restriction on the groups of symmetry of a Goetz map may be closely related 
to the fact that a Goetz map is defined in two atoms only. It seems reasonable 
to conjecture that cyclic symmetry of order n  is admissible for planar piecewise 
rotations defined on n  Zn-symmetric atoms.
5.3 R eversib ility  in local structures
In this section we examine in more detail the symmetry properties of the invertible 
Goetz map. Let T  be an invertible Goetz map with special reversing-symmetry p. For 
every n 6 N let pn := pT'^.
The power of T is a piecewise rotation with partition given by := Vfc=o T~^{V) ,  
whose atoms are of the form,
= Pio n RT„HP )^ n . . .  n r -^r -^  ...
where ik E {0,1} for all integers k > 0  and îq . . .  % is a realizable word under T.  Since 
p is a refiection and the induced isometries of T  are rotations we conclude that p^ is a 
piecewise reflection with partition
We now study the action of pn on . Let rev(»o • • • in) — in • • • «o-
R e m a rk  5.2 For any realizable word w of length n, we have T '^^(Fw) = Prev(io)-
particular, and rev(w) is also realizable under T.
^In general, if f has partition {Pi}i and g has another partition {Pj}j then gof is defined on the
partition whose elements are of the form: Pi .
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n RT„HPh) n... n 
= (Pi„ (Pi„) n Pi, n.., n pri,.. p-%
—  R i n - l  ■ ■ ■ P î o ( - ^ î o )  El . . .  n  P î ; „ _ i  )
—  P ' i n . - i  • ■ ■ i^io) E l  • • • G
— p  • □ ^Î71—1 ...Ï0 ■
R em ark  5.3 For any realizable word w of length n, rue have p{Pw) =  P^ u-
p{Pio...in-i) ~  P{Pio E P,;q (-Pi ) El . . .  El (P;„._i ))
— p{^io) E -RtoP(Pi ) El . . . n R îq . . . R-in^^Pi^in-l )
— P io  E ( P i ) El. . .  n  R i^ R i i  . . .  Ri,^_g (P,i_i )
=  Pi.Q...in-l • O
It then follows from the previous remarks that, for every P» G Pn{P^u) — Rrev(to)-
This ultimately results in a countable sequence of decompositions of the phase space 
into partitions whose elements possess either reflectional symmetry or are pairwise 
isometric, that is, if w is a realisable word under T  and rev(ty) — w then P^ must 
possess a reflectional symmetry; otherwise, Pev(w) is an isometric copy of Pw  We 
illustrate this phenomenon in Figure 5.5.
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n  =  1
P o i
P i i
P qo
P io
10 10
”  =  3  \ P o i l O /
P o m  \ P ll lO  /
P o o ii / (
/ P o o o o \
\  /  P i  100
- j ^ ^ l l l
/  Poooi
\  PlOOO
P i o o i \
10
n  — 2
-Poll
P i l l
0
■10
-10 0 10
10
0
-10 0 10
Figure 5.5: A numerical approximation of the exceptional set of order n  for the reversible Goetz map 
in Figure 5.4 (left) reproduced here bottom  right.
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Open Problem s and Future 
Research
In this final chapter we address some topics which arise naturally from the questions 
we have studied in this dissertation.
P olygonal A ttra c to rs . The new examples of attractors introduced in Chapter 2 
and the Sierpinski-gasket triangle presented in Goetz [1998c] are very simple geometric 
structures even though the dynamics inside these sets is far from understood.
Nevertheless, the question of how polygonal sets, whose basin of attraction is the whole 
phase space, arise in planar piecewise isometrics seems to be sufficiently intriguing in 
itself. In this brief discussion we present a setting in whidi this question can be studied.
Let Lfc be a line segment with distinct endpoints P^, P |  ,ie ., =  convjPjJ,P |}.
A sequence of line segments {LA:}fc=o such that is a piecewise smooth closed
curve with no self-intersections will be denoted by [Po,. . .  ,P,.j. A compact set P  with 
nonempty interior is a polygonal set if its boundary is a finite union of sets of the form 
[Po, ■ • ■ , Pr] (see Figure 1), that is, dP = Uf_o[Po? P*J-
D efin ition  A polygonal a ttrac to r is a polygonal set which is also a piecewise iso­
metric attractor.
In Figure 2 we show some examples in which we have no rigorous proof of attractivity 
bu t still our simulations indicate that they are, in fact, global polygonal attractors.
For piecewise isometrics defined in polytope atoms, one often notices the following
phenomenon: polygonal attractors P  intersect the discontinuity in a line segment Vp
and multiple iterates^ of this line segment lie in the boundary of P . This induces a
piecewise isometric system within the polygonal attractor.
^Meaning, iterates under the multi-valued extension T p .
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Figure 1: Example of a polygonal set whose boundary is made of three closed curves.
Let V  = be a polytope partition and let be the inner angles of the polytope
atom Pi- We propose the following conjecture.
C o n jec tu re  1 I fT  is a planar piecewise rotation with induced rotations given by Ti.z = 
e^^.zFpi possessing a polygonal attractor then there is a subset of {pj ,0i}i j  (involving 
at least one and one Oi) which is rationally dependent.
In particular, the Goetz map has polygonal attractors only for rational choices of {#;} 
since = l3i = n.
Given a closed forward-invariant set F  (ie., T{F)  C F),  let Fn+i — T{Fn) where 
Fo =  F.  We say that F  is of finite type if there is n E N such that 
Otherwise, F  is of infinite type. One can easily conclude that the double-cone attractor 
is of finite type. For the general case of planar piecewise isometries we conjecture that.
C o n jec tu re  2 For a planar piecewise isometry defined on a polytope partition, if F  is 
of finite type such that Fn-\-i = F^, then Fn is a polygonal set.
P iecew ise Isom etries in non-E uclidean  spaces. In Chapter 3 we have proved 
results concerning recurrence properties of piecewise isometries defined on Euclidean 
spaces. Most of our conclusions were based upon group properties of the usual Eu­
clidean action on R ". It is unlikely that all our results would hold for a general metric 
space
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Figure 2: New examples of global polygonal attractors: (left) qo = 37t / 5 , qi = —ao, Co =
( - l , t a n ( a o /2 ) )  and Ci =  (1 ,-tan(o!o/2)); (right) ao =  57t / 3 , a i  =  2n/3,  Co =  ( - l , t a n ( a o /2 ) )  
and Cl =  (2, —2tan(ao/2)).
Nevertheless, some results usually stated in the context of piecewise isometries in Eu­
clidean spaces do remain valid for any metric space. For instance, if the original parti­
tion is convex then all cells must be convex as well. Other results related to the measure 
of cells (Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 in Coetz [1996]) and the existence of periodic 
points (Theorem 2.1, Proposition 2.5 and Proposition 2.6 also in Coetz [1996]) hold for 
any given metric. Also, Theorem 3.1 in this thesis does not depend on whether M  is 
an Euclidean space.
A standard example of a non-Euclidean metric space is the Poincaré half plane H  = 
{z = X + iy E C : \m{z) > 0 }  endowed with the hyperbolic metric du '= where ds 
is the usual Euclidean distance element.
The isometries of H  are given by the group SL(2,R), consisting of matrices
a bA = I \ ] ad — be = 1] a, b, c, d £ R .
c d
W ith each matrix A  E SL(2, 
defined by
we associate a Mobius transformation / a : H H
fA{z) = az + b cz + d
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Let us consider a simple example of an invertible piecewise rotation^ with two convex 
atoms defined in H. Take Pq := {2; E H  : Re{z) < 0}, Pi {z E H  : Re{z) > 0}"^  and 
let
 ^ , foM  if z e fb Z -  0.6 J  ^  ^ 0.5z -  1
^   ^ M z )  i f .  e  P i ’ =  Ô 37T T  '
The action of each of the maps f i  on the corresponding atom is depicted in Figure 3.
H
M Po)
Real Axix
Figure 3: Images of Po and P i under the action of T.
From our perspective, it might be equally important to study boundedness and recur­
rence with respect to the Euclidean metric. Since />i(—d/c) — 00 we conclude that /  
has unbounded orbits whenever c ^  0. However, as in the numerical example below, 
the recurrence properties of rational cells look surprisingly similar to those of Euclidean 
piecewise rotations. This might be explained by the fact that isometries on H  can be 
associated to isometries in the Riemann sphere, which is a compact manifold, and hence 
behave similarly to piecewise rotations in compact Euclidean spaces.
In order to produce a visualisation of the set of rational cells we compute the preimages 
of the discontinuity (see Figure 4). Three parameters were used: iter, denoting the order 
of preimages taken; e, which is the error allowed for a point to hit the discontinuity; 
and finally, p, representing the number of pixels in each side of the grid — p x p  total 
number of pixels.
For a better understanding of the dynamics of T  we have also computed the (partial) 
orbits of three different initial conditions in H. The first two images (from left to right)
^Rotations in H  ai'e all isometries for which tr^A =  (a +  d)^ <  4 (see Iversen [1992]).
'*Note that we iterate the discontinuity for numerical reasons.
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14
12
10
6
6
2
0
•3 3 5 9
2
0 I 0
Figure 4: Preimages of the discontinuity under T: (left) i ter = 2500, e =  10 \  1000 (centre)
i t er  =  5000, e =  10"^, p  =  2000 (right) i ter  =  20000, e =  10“ ®, p  - 5000 .
of Figure 5 show orbits of two distinct points inside two different rational cells. The 
remaining picture was obtained by iterating a point inside the black set in Figure 5.
o oOo
Figure 5: 50000 iterates of: (left) x =  5.0, y  = 8.5 (centre) x =  0.1, y = 0.2 (right) x =  —0.01, 
y =  0.8 .
It is not obvious to us whether results drawn for the Goetz map in the entire Euclidean 
plane (see for instance Goetz [1998a]) would have an analogue for this construction in 
the Poincare half-plane.
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D ynam ics of P iecew ise H om eom orphism s. Figure 4.1 shows a numerical approx­
imation to the closure of the exceptional set for a piecewise homeomorphism presented 
in Christian [1996].
One can notice that the pattern exhibited in Figure 4.1 is very similar to those appearing 
in piecewise isometries in the sense that both possess fractal characteristics along with 
“trivial dynamics” outside the closure of exceptional set (Section 4.1.1).
One natural question to ask would be how far the resemblance goes between the broader 
class of planar piecewise homeomorphisms and the particular case of planar piecewise 
rotations, for instance. In particular, we would like to investigate whether:
1. Quasi-invertible piecewise homeomorphisms can exhibit infinitely many distinct 
periodic cells;
2. Periodic cells are stable under some sort of perturbation;
3. There exist global attractors of finite type (the analogue of polygonal attractors);
4. There exist planar piecewise homeomorphisms having an exceptional set whose 
closure has fractional Hausdorff dimension greater than 1.
One important issue in the theory of Dynamical Systems is how to determine whether 
two maps are conjugate, that is, given two continuous maps f : A4 O and g : A/ O, is 
there an invertible and continuous map cj) : M. Af such that 0f =  g^?
In the setting of maps with discontinuities the problem of finding such a conjugacy 
implies considering the existence of a set Z  where the equality ^f =  g^ fails to hold.
The weaker form of equivalence, usually called orbit equivalence, which requires the 
existence of an invertible map j) : M  Af such that (f){Of{x)) = Og{j){x)), can be 
easily extended to the discontinuous setting provided 0(Of(.'r)) — Og{(j){x)) if and only 
if X ^ Sp It would then be natural to require that, whatever notion of conjugacy one 
might establish, it should imply orbit equivalence (see Nadkarni [1995], page 6).
Is S y m m e try  a  useful to o l here? A well known result in the theory of reversible 
dynamical systems states the following:
T h eo rem  {Lamb, 1994) “Let L be a map possessing a reversing symmetry S. Then the 
orbit 0 {x q ) is symmetric with respect to S  if and only if there exists a point x  € 0 {x q )
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such that X E Fix(5') U F ix(L o S'). Moreover, (%) if 0 {x q ) has odd  period p then it has a 
point in Fix(S') nL(^'“^)/^Fix(L o 5); (ü) if 0{xq)  has even period p  then it has a point 
in Fix(S') D L^/^Fix(5), or a point in Fix(L o S') fl L^/^Fix(L o S').”
This allows the computation of all symmetric periodic orbits generated by a reversible 
system.
One would expect that, for the invertible Goetz map, this result would have immediate 
implications. In the work of Kocarev et al. [1996] it is mentioned that the Overflow 
Oscillation map is also reversible and that the Fixed Set Iteration method (as the above 
theorem is known by) can be applied, bu t no attempt to make theoretical use of it by 
showing the existence of infinitely many periodic points is made.
We have been unable ourselves to achieve any progress as far as applying the FSI 
method is concerned, mainly because it is very difficult to keep track of the iterates 
of Fix(5) and Fix(L o S) since they break up into at most 2’^  different lines after n 
iterations. Nevertheless, we hope to overcome this obstacle in future work.
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